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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

The Navajo Reservation, covering a land area larager than

the State of West Virginia, is home to approximately 170,000

Navajo people. The Reservation is divided into 106 chapters,

each of which is governed through local participation in

chapter-house meetings. Each chapter elects a representative to

the Navajo Tribal Council, which meets in Window Rock, Arizona,

the Capital of the Navajo Nation.

The Navaios comprise theqargest population of Native

Americans who still speak their original language, and because

of the large proportion of these people under the age of 20,

over 80,000 Navajos are in school. The diversity of educational

institutions serving these people include the BIA schools (which

ontain about 25,000 students); the public schools (which contain

about 50,000 students); the community-controlled contract

schools (which serve about 2,500 students); and a number of

mission and placement programs which serve the remaining 2,500.

Navajos tribal leaders and local community people, at the

chapter levels, have desired increasingly to assume control of

these educational systems in a manner sufficient to ensure that

their children get a quality education. Among other things,

this quality education has meant that children would be able to

adapt to modern life without losing a unique identity which has

so far enabled them to maintain at least a marginal economic and



social viability. Efforts toward such control have proceeded

slowly, at best, because Navajos have had to come to terms with

identifying just what sort of education (or variety of

education) is best to effect this viability in their children,

and how to ensure that this education is delivered adequately.

This report is a description of a well-estabalished, or

exemplary, program in Navajo education. Among other things,

this means that bilingual education comprises the center around

which the rest of the educational program is integrated. It is

not simply a part of some other program, or'programs, within the

school system. The program is located at Rock Point, a Navajo

chapter, and the school there is a community-controlled contract

school. The report describes

A. how community and statf developed a conceptualization
of the kind of education they want for their children,
in part by watching how their program affected the

performance of their children; and

B. how, in turn, the program responded to this
conceputalization in its curriculum development,
classroom teaching approach, and development of
relationships between school and community.

This study elucidated these two interacting phenomena

through a cognitive interviewing approach which first elicited

the program's impacts on the children. From these impacts the

,researchers could then elicit the educational philosophy which

makes sense of these impacts.



EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

The educational philosophy, like the impacts which people

discussed, is based on a systematic definition of what people

themselves described. The philosophy we present is composed of

three major elements which define what Navajos in Rock Point

mean by a well-adjusted educated student. Each element is

logically-related to the others because it is either a

precondition for, or else a result of, the other.

In the first element, the student is supposed to be well-

motivated and not apathetic. This means that

A. In general, a student should be able to begin his or
her daily routines without being pushed, or constantly
cajoled by teachers or parents.

B. Students should be enthusiastic about undertaking
these daily tasks.

C. They should do what they are told, but also be able to

follow these tasks to completion without being
supervised constantly.

D. Then, tasks should relate both to what must be done in
the realms of both home and school, and the work in

one realm is seen as directly relevant to--and just as
important as--that in the other.

In the second element, it follows that a student cnanot be

forced by threat of stern punishment to be so motivated.

Motivation must be based on the student's recognition that the

tasks are important to the development of a Navajo as a full

human being. This Means that:

A. The individual takes constructive criticism and advice
with equanimity, knowing that it is delivered by

parent and teacher with the student's best interests

in mind.



B. Again, these interests are based on the principles
that Navajo ways of life must be respected because
they make good sense--economically, as well as in more
general ways--in Navajo and modern settings.

In the third element, it is recognized that while the

previous two elements can be seen to be applicable in perhaps

any society or culture, they are also specifically applicable to

the bicultural settings of Navajo and Dominant.Anglo cultures.

A. A Navajo student must develop a good self image, and
the best way to do that is to begin through a good
understanding of the kin-based social and ethical
behavior toward other Navajos within this system.

B. This need for knowing one's social context means that
a student must know the structure of this
organization, and the ethical behavior toward other
Navajos within this system.

C. They should thus be conversant in the different social
relationships and act ethically and with spontaneity.

D. It follows that they should be able to plan ahead not
only for their own futures, but plan with the needs
and aspirations of those around them in mind as well.

E. Finally, once they are well-grounded in these Navajo-
based ideas, they should be able to generalize these
principles to life beyond the Navajo Reservation.

This last consideration means that the students should be

competent in the speaking and writing of both languages, and

thus in the analytical understanding of concepts in both.

THE PROGRAM RESPONSE

There are, at first glance, paradoxes in this philosophy

within which the developing program must mediate. For example,

how can both school and family impart the values of self-

discipline without resorting to stern measures such as physical

punishment? Or, how can an individual be expected to plan ahead

0



on one's own and still keep in mind a constellation of social

relationships and cultural teachings?

First, in the realm of core teaching, the school board and

administration instituted the teaching of clanship. That is,

A. By making students literate first in Navajo and then
in English, the students could be taught their
relationships to the Navajo kin-based clan structure.

B. Special clanship instructors could then impart
important ethical behavior both formally, through
instruction, and informa1,1Y, through example.

C. Parents observed that as a result of this instruction,
children were more outgoing and at ease With a wide
range of adults in the community, than were they
themselves at the same age.

D. They also observed that the students at times mastered
these ideas faster than did they themselves, at the
same age.

E. Finally, they observed that, in this formal
instructional and informal mileu, the students showed
more initiative in undertaking complex tasks than did
they themselves at the same age.

Second, the parents and statf noted spinoff effects of this

core of instruction in other realms of teaching.

A. It is easier to discipline students without resorting
to stern or arbitrary punishment.

B. It is easier to explain to students how non-Navajo
life differs from their own, and how economic
realities of non-Navajo life can be reconciled with
those of the Navajo.

Third, parent-teachei'" conferences and other interaction

were found to be more productive because a foundation had been

laid in the clanship instruction so that the students too could

take part. Parents, in turn, reported that they were more

willing to co-operate with the school because they weie assured



that the school took seriously their values and teachings.

Fourth, the bilingual instruction is a co-ordinate one.

That is, the student is expected to be conversant in Navajo and

English without having to mix or borrow terms from one language in

order to speak in another. To effect this co-ordinate approach:

A. Staff carefully identify student behavioral
objectives. That is, they are explicit in what they
expect from the student, at a given instructional
level, and would not promote them until they mastered
specific instruction.

B. If the students do not demonstrate proficiency, the
teachers are expected to continue with the instruction
.,11til mastery is achieved.

E. Students who lag behind, or who arrive at the school
after attending school elsewhere, are not separated
from the others. Instead, they receive instruction in
their own classroomn, from itinerant teachers.

All these measures are explicitly intended to assure the

student that he or she can master the subject--and is expected

to do so.

ROCK POINT AS AN EVOLVING PROGRAM

Rock Point is still evolving, and as a result, both staff

and community have faced, and continue to face, a number of

serious issues. Many of these confront Navajos elsewhere on the

Reservation, but others are indicative of the exemplary progress

of the Program.

First, when the program was initiated formally, in 1972,

they faced issues confronting community-controlled contract
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schools elsewhere on the Navajo Reservation.

A. Local people questioned whether or not they had the
knowhow and ability to co-operate withreach other
which would be necessary in order to o erate such a
program.

B. Others felt that Engliah-only teaching ould best
effect the development of Navajo youth able to compete
in the non-Navajo world.

C. Navajos who held job with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
school (which was to be converted to a contract
school) were afraid of losing their jobs under a
community-controlled contract school program.

D. Other Navajos doubted that they would obtain enough
money for their school, if the'BIA did not remain with
the program.

Navajo leaders in Rock Point addressed these issues in a

number of important ways.

A. Most importantly, they maintained that the School
Board stuck to the original goals of the school.: to
reverse the deterioration of their children in their
respect for Navajo life, language ability, and overall
motivation and direction. Local political
considerations extraneous to the interests of the
school (such as hiring of relatives for jobs) was kept
to a minimum.

B. The school board and administration kept contact with
the community through conferences and similar
activities, and could demonstrate the program's
successes to the community, thereby winning them over.

C. Once the program was initiated, the school board had
(and took advantage of) the time to make innovations
only after careful thought and discussion with many
parents in the community.

Second, it was through these three orientations that other

issues were dealt with; For example, parents in the community

diareed about how much sacred Navajo knowledge should be

taught. Some Navajos are Christians and disagreed with those of

the Traditional Navajo and Native American Church religions as



to how much ceremonial and sacred knowledge should be taught in

the schools. The decision by the Board was to teach those

elements of Navajo culture, such as the ethics of clanship,

which would instill respect for the culture. All other sacred

esoterica would then be the domain of the home.

Now, Rock Point staff point out that the addition of

secondary grades, one aVear since 1975, have brought up still

more questions. For example, how are attitudes and values which

have been taught adequately in elementary grades to be taught at

older levels? As the students are older and more independent,

how are parents to co-operate with teachers and staff to work

with students in ways similar to those which have been worked

out 'for the local levels?

It is obvious that the need to confront -these issues is the

mark of a healthy developing institution. Moreover, future

studies will no dQubt shed light on how solutions are reached,

as well as what new issues await Rock Point. However, while

this study will have shed light on how Rock Point dealt with

these issues, this study is not to be taken as a blueprint for

the replication of such programs elsewhere. While it is clear,

for example, that the Rock Point School Board succeeded in many

cases because it had ample time, took care to inform concerned

people, and proceeded cautiously, these qualities are still

stated too generally to set a path for others to follow.

Instead, the reader of this study should consider that solutions

to issues confronting bilingual education cannot be determined
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through fiat, or in other ways from the top down, alone.

(Solutions ev'olve, rather obviously, rom a good understnding of

the interaction among various levels of the school, community,

and.cther educational hierarchy. Tribal, state and Federal

policy and planning must incorporate an understanding of this

interaction into thekr decision processes in order to make

bilingual education--or any other education--work. Here is

simpinNexample of how alL this could take Pl9ce.
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SECTION 1

rNTRODUCTION

1.1. THE' NEED FOR INTENSIVE PROGRAM STUDY
,4

Bifingual'education was originally implemented in order to

effect more smoothly the transition of a non-English-Speaking

student from his or her native background to one of greater

competence in English. In recent years, however, this

transitional approach has undergone enlargement in scope to

include co-existence of both the native language and the

langauge of the Dominant, or Anglo, culture. While it is

evident that this enlarged, or perhaps more "radical," approach

has become increasingly popular on the Navajo Reservation,

partly as a result of socioeconomic considerations (Schoepfle,

et al, 1981) , it is equally true that this enlar.ged scope has

come as a result of issues proper to routine program evaluation

as well. That is, the evaluation of the effectiveness of

education programs requires more than simple measurement of

'

student performance; it requires understanding of the social

milieu (often given the restricted definition of "self-image").

For Native Americans in general, and Navajos in particular, the

context of evaluation in turn brings forth the need to consider

the history of

A. the interplay of school administration development and
community involvement, treaty law and developing,
definitions of "sovereignty."

B. The attempt by many Native American leaders to



maintain these tribal entities as independent from the
class structure-related minority politics of the
United States during the Middle and Late 20th Century.

The interplay ofcall these has resulted in considerable

political confusion which has virtu y brought to a halt the

development of a comprehensive educational policy on the Navajo

Reservation, For example, Navajos have stated publicly that

they do not want bilingual education in the schools, i.e. that

Navajo culture is better taught in the homes. On the other,

they also state that they are annoyed at.the schools'

indifference to helping Navajo children observe their kin-based

cultural identity (Platero et al, 1977).

At the national level the continuation of bilingual

education is being threatened by educators and legislators who

perceive) or at least ma.intain that they perceive4 no

educational improvement in minority student performance. To be

sure, it is possible to say that some educators hostile to

bilingual education fail to acknowledge improvements which have

indeed been made. However, the fact remains that little is

known about the impact of bilingual education programs, and as a

result, bilingual education's proponents have few means at their

disposal to defend themselves against destructive criticism.

Yet, information about such impacts should be availble.

Isolated bilingual programs have developed in various

communities throughout the Navajo Reservation, and their

iMpletiientors have confronted a wide variety of political and

policy issues as their programs have matured. It follows that



an in-depth description of these programs would provide the

means of analyzing systematically some of these basic issues

through better understanding of them in a real-life context.

Study of the more exemplary programs would be best for providing

this background information because

A. The program has usually been in operation for a longer

time.

B. Participants have had time to consider bilingual

educational issues.

C. Parents have had more time to become actively

involved.

In other words, all of the program's participants have hail

time to acquire a realistic knowledge of bilingual education,

and to think carefully and co-operatively about "where we go

from here."

1.2. THE OUTLINE OF THIS REPORT

The purposeof this report, then, is to outline how a

combined ethnographic and sociolinguistic study of an exemplary

bilingual education program in the Navajo community of Rock

Point may help rationally explain how comnmunity people have

determined what they want from a bilingual program, and what

sort of issues they must face to achieve these goals. This

report will be descriptive rather than evaluative, and focus

primarily on obtaining the view (or views) of the participants

themselves, rather than restricting inquiry to the validation of

those of the researchers.

In Section 2 we will describe the methodology of this

3
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study. The methodology is in two parts. The first deals with

how we used sysLematic interview and observation to obtain the

views of parents and staff about the education in their school.

The second is a sketch of how we came to select Rock Point as an

exemplary program. The actual comparison of schools is included

in Appendix I.

Section 3 includes an overall description of the Navajo

Reservation and the Rock Point Community. Discussion then turns

to an overview of the school itsell. Then, our attention turns

to discussion of the implications of this description toward

what we mean by the term "community."

Section 4 is a cognitive ethnographic description of the

overall educational philosophy which has evolved from the

interaction between the developing school program and increased

parental involvement. This philosophy includes not only the

generalized ideals of what parents would like their children to

become, but also their perceptions of the Rock Point Progrm's

actual impaas. Statements by parents and staff obtained in

interview are the primary source of information.

Section 5 is a description of the Rock Point Program

itself, and how it is in turn related to the evolving

educational philosophy. Here, we focus attention on hoW the

program itself works, not only from the ideal standpoint of the

educational philosophy, but from the standpoint of observed

interaction in the classroom. In addition to interview

information, classroom observations are therefore included as



well. At the end of this section we summarize the key impacts

of this program, from the viewpoints of the parents.

Section 6 is an interpretive look back to the history of

the school by the parents involved. Instead of an actual
/

reconstruction of the events leading up to the present, this

look back is a review of the issues which would be faced in the

development of this program--and other Navao educational

programs as well--and how these were surmounted at Rock Point.

Finally, in Section 7 we review what this report is and

what it is not. From a generalized standpoint we discuss how,

from an ethnographic view, we may address such questions as how

representative this report is of the total community, the

slightly different question of how much these viewpoints are

shared by members of the community (i.e. psychological reality) ,

and the possible effects of research on the actual viewpoints of

the people themselves. From a more particularlized standpoint

we then discuss the possible reasons that various aspects of the

Rock Point Program, such as its secondary level, were discused
,

little, if at all.

5
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SECTION 2

METHOD AND THEORY

2.1. ETHNOGRAPHY AND THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF SPEAKING

Ethnography has featured, as a method of social inquiry,

A. the choice of a small sample of individuals as a unit
of study (i.e. either a highly limited geographical
entity or network of individuals); and

B. the intensive interview and observation of social life
and knowledge through what is referred to as
"participant observation."

If we assume that ethnography features the study of face-

to-face social life and cultural knowledge of individuals as its

primary goal, then sociolinguistics follows from it. Such

consistent following is obvious when Cherry's definition of

-communication is observed: "the establishment of a social order

of individuals through the use of language and signs." (Marler,

1961). Thus, the unit of study can shift from focus on social

structure and patterns of knowledge to a concentration on what

sorts of communication units people use, who uses them, where

they are used, and perhaps most important, how people consider

them important.

2.1.1. PROBLEMS WITH PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

However, ethnography is not without its problems. And many

of these stem particularly from the use of participant

observation. First, participant observation involves an

intricate blending of interview, conversation, and various



grades of formal to informal observation. This activity

sometimes requires years to do because disparate bits and pieces

of interview and observation must be put together as they emerge

to the ethnograph6r. The formulation of a cogent holistic

description of a culture is thus not something immediately

describable or presentable back to the local peole with whom the

researcher is working. These people feel uncomfortable about

this delay because they want to know what the researchers are

finding, and the researcher's replies are often.vague,

overgeneralized, or incomplete. Thus, the researchers simply

cannot give coherent progress reports on their research until

the project is done.

Second, one of the requirements of participant observation

often cited is that the ethnographer "steept oneself" in the

culture. Essentially, this means that the ethnographers attempt

to fit together pieces of information gathered from informal

observation and conversation. While we do not wish to detract

from the value of such a pursuit, this "steeping" of oneself has

given rise to the unfortunate impression (by both local

populations and professional colleague) that ethnographers

simply "hang around." They do not.

Third, once the report is'completed, the descriptions are

in narrative form. This form is difficult to integrate with the

often more formal, or quantitative, methodological approaches

used in the other social and behavioral sciences. Thus, the

findings are hard to generalize not only to other disciplines

7 2.Z



but to other ethnographies.

2.1.2. COGNITIVE ETHNOGRAPHY

While solutions to some of these shortcomings can not be

found entirely in the ethnographic approach alone, a restriction

in the methodological scope of ethnography is helpful. The

restriction we have imposed is to rely primarily upon systematic

interview, in the research.. The methodologies have been

recommended under the general rubric of cognitive ethnography

(Gladwin, 1979), and the more restricted ethnoscience

ethnography (Spradley & McCurdy,' 1972; Agar, 1971; Werner'et al,

m.s.). The ethnoscience ethnography involves the following

interview strategy:

A. The researcher begins with an open-ended interview
question (i.e. "grand tour" question (Spradley &

McCurdy, 1972; Werner, forthcoming) intended to elicit
informant discourse on a topic. Little or no effort is
made to restrict the informant's reply; the informant is
urged to speak on whatever he or she ,considers

important.

B. If possible, the researcherg transcribe the informant
discourse, and obtain key terms which denote the
effective environment of the speaker.

C. Researchers initiate more restricted questions (i.e.
"mini-tour" questions of Spradley & McCurdy & Werner

et al) intended to elicit definitions of key terms.

D. The questioning sequence is repeated for other domains
of knowledge (Werner et al, m.s.).

The intended result of the cognitive ethnography is to

obtain the "insider's" view of a setting. This means that the

most important information is the view of the people directly

involved in the educational process. The language which people

themselves use to refer to their environment is therefore the

8



highest priority.

Analysis of interviews and language therefore involves the

systematic analysis of meaning. The definitions of terms people

use to discuss their environment are the basic unit of this

analysis. Definitions consist of a given term and additional

sentences, or attributes, which provide more information about

the tcrm. Additional information, in turn, usually is

information about other terms in peoples' language and

vocabulary, and therefore usually describes a term's logical or

semantic relationship to these other terms. Among these

relationships dre taxonomy (i.e. determining that '1X is a kind

of Y"), sequence (i.e. determining that "If X then Y"); partwhole

(i.e. determining that "X is an integral part of Y"),

implication (i.e. determining "If X is true, then Y is true"),

and inverses of the above (Werner, 1973).

".

Taxonomies especially can be presented in the form of tree

diagrams in which the lines stand for the statement "X is a kind

of Y." Thus, in the description on subsequent pages, the Navajo

equivalent of'the following- may appear.

Disciplined
People

people who peopl who
are not lazy have fortitude

people who
think for
themselves

In reading the diagrams, one may say "people who are not

9



lazy are disciplined people."

The advantages of the cognitive ethnographic approach are,

first, that an overall structure, or pattern, of social

structure and knowledge can be obtained rapidly, at one time,

rather than piecemeal. Second, it can be done in rapi iursts

of field work, followed by analysis, and this means that the

researcher can respond quickly to field-initiated scheduling

needs, and not:00isrupt a setting by prolonged presence. Third,

it is easily presentable, in understandable schematic form, back

to the informants. Thus, the researcher's effect can be more

systematically monitored.

Observation as a mode of data-gathering, is not ruled out.

Rather, it is guided by the interview data and is intended to

A. gather further detail about folk definitions,

B. confirm or disconfirm interview testimony

C. provide situatkonal means of eliciting informant
testimonyAe.g. "what's going on over there right

now?").

2.1.3. INTERVIEW, OBSERVATION AND SAMPLING SEQUENCES.

We initiated three setsPof interviews with three separate

samples of individuals. The first sample consisted of six

indivivals from.Rock Point Community, chcisen by the

administration. The choice was based on how highly articulate

they were, and the interview results were intended as well, to

demonstrate how the research was to be conducted.

10



The second sample consisted of 20 individuals from among

Rock PointSchool sttf and community people employed by the

school. From a ten percent stratifed random sample we selected

20 individuals who were interviewed and recorded. Strata were

based on the following occupational categories in the school

A. Navalo Lanouage Teachers: 2 interviewed

B. English Language Teachers: 2 interviewed

C. Programmed Reading Tutors: 1 interviewed

D. Secondary (i.e. high school) teachers: 2 interviewed

E. Recreation persônnal: 1 interviewed

F. Residential Care personnel: 2 interviewed

G. Culture instructors: 1 interviewed

H. Navajo Arts and Crafts instruCtors: 1 interviewed

I. Livestock instructors: 1 interviewed

J. Food Services personnel: 1 interviewed

K. Transportation personnel: 1 interviewed

L. Maintenance personnel: 1 interviewed

M. Administration: 1 interviewed

N. School Board: 2 interviewed

O. Parent Involvement Committee: 1 interviewed

TOTAL: 20

23
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Thus, we varied slightly the grand tour questions for these

first two samples.

A. For the first sample, we first asked "how do your
children learn through school?"

B. For the bilingual educational statf of the school
(including administration and teachers, among others),

we asked two additioal questions: "What have you done
here at school during the tima you have worked here?"

.

and "What have been important events here?"

For the community, the question in "A" generally elicited a

well-organized body of verbal discourse lasting for more than an

hour without intervention by the researcher. This is not at all

unusual for Navajos, who are famous for speaking on various

subjects in an oratorical style (Ladd, 1957)

For the staff, the two questions were designed to help the

informants iestrict and frame theieanswers. That is; the first

question was intended as a job description and employment

historyof-the individual. The informant would then be able to

_answer the second question more easily, having thought about the

first one.

The third interview sample was from a list of community

people either presently not employed with the school, or whose

ifl

chil ren were not presently attending school there.

12
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The third was a random sample from a total list of parents.

We attempted, here, to exclude people presently employed at the

school. Ten of these individals were interviewed in order to

see if their views would differ from those presently more

closely affiliated. It turned out that their views did not

differ.

In this report, the interview quotations of all these

individuals are included together because we were unable to
,

determine any major variations within the scope of the analysis

donethere. Most of the quotations are from the first and second,

interviews, as little new information emerged from the third

interview sample.

This is not to say that other detail--particularly of a

historical nature--would not be obtained if more intensive

interviews were undertaken. Similarly, statistical methods

might deliver a better sense of variability to the reader.

Nevertheless, we are convinced that the results of this

ethnographic approach will provide ncivel insights into the

interaction between school ,program and community.

Thus, the flow chart on the following pages describes an

aggregate interview pattern which emerged as a result of

information collected during interviews themselves. The

existence of such an aggregate pattern suggests that the knowledge

that one informant had was very similar to that of another. At

least this appears true for the subjet matter brought up during

inter\,'ew.

13
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(4)

Request 4------More
Detail

Request
Examples

i

Ara

Does S/he list
Discuss in
Sufficient
Details?

te

i
IAsk: What Makes These
mportant?

1

Consider Questions of
Navajo Knowledge
Content Teaching

Has Navajo
Language
Been Discussed?

{

Ask: What
'Navajo Cultural
Knowledge is
tau ht here?

ICompare R.P. School
to their school re
how7ar students
do.
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RequeAt
Examples

Adequate
Detail?

Have staff mention-O-
N parental inpu

Inventory & describe
activities re input

Ask parents about
plans for own children

st,

Ask if any important
points have been omitted

(10)

(12)

(13)

A brief description of the flowchart is in order. Fiest, a

job description is requested followed by assessment of

whether all jobs have been sufticiently inventoried. Then, (2)

important events which have happened dufing this job are

outlined. Then, a standard assessment (3) is made to determine

whether adequate definitional ahd attitudinal detail has been

obtained. At issue here is whether or not the informant

actuaily can (or is willing to) provide more detail in regard to

describing events and outlining attitudes toward such events.

If insufficient informational detail is given, the informants

were asked to provide more (4). If such detail was given in the

first question, then attitudes were elicited (5) by requesting

15
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information as to what factors made them important to the

individual, and why they were important.

At this point events had been described and we were
r

interested in determining their significance. If sufficient

detail was not available (6) then the informant was asked to

provide concrete examples of what they meant (i.e. description

of actual events). Thus, for example, if an informant reported

that his or her students were doing better than students in

other schools in reading, we asked for examples and received

instances of students pronouncing words without accent, of

remembering clan affiliations at the ages of 5 - 7 instead of 7

10, etc. Similarly, if staff mentioned better school-parent

communication, we would request exact avenues of such

communication, such as conferences, school board meetings, and

so forth. Then, we would ask for the specific activities which

would go on during, say, a parent-teacher conference. The

latter form of elicitation, while somewhat exhausting and

tediotis for the informant, usually netted a natural history, or

sequence, of activities which occurred.

The discussion of these examples was important because (7)

discussion often shifted to questions about how much knowledge

was taught in the school, if that had not been mentioned by the

informant before. Once we had insured (8) that this had been

discussed adequately, we asked how, in a general fashion, the

schooLs they had attended during their younger years were

similar or different. If this answer did not lead naturally to

16



questions of school-community relations (10 - 12) then questions

pertaining to these were asked. Then, (13) staff would be asked

to outline the plans for their own children's educational

futuie. These could easily be compared with those of other

community members. Finally (14) all interviews would end with a

question to the effect of "are there important issues or

information which we have not discussed?" This obviously was

intended to encourage the informant to mention anything on his

or her mind which may not have occurred to them in the course of

the interview.

2.1.4. ANALYSIS

After the interviews were recorded, they were transcribed

in the language of the speaker. Whererver the inteviews were in

Navajo, they were first transcribed in the standard Navajo

orthography of Young and Morgan (1980). They were then

translated in three steps:

A. First, individual sentences were separated; then

B. Sentences were translatd word-for-word; and then

C. A smooth English sentence translation was derived from

the word-for-word translation.

In the texts provided here, the Navajo sentences and smooth

English translations only are provided. The following is an

illustration of'how all three of these would appear.



-----Ako Olta' ninadahajeehgo ndi dibe

Thus Sdhool from it they return from it when sheep

bich'i' dAbi'dilliago doo vichT bil dahoyee'da

care for them one asksthem not with them they are not lazy.

** Thus, when they are asked to care for the sheep when they return from

school, they are not hesitant or lazy.

Sentences such as these are the attributes which comprise

the means for us to infer the definitions and taxonomies which

are the backbone of our study.

2.2. CHOICE OF AN EXEMPLARY PROGRAM

Throughout the Navajo Reservation there are three main

kinds of schools, which can be distinguished by the form of

administration they have. In choosing the exemplary program,

all school types must be considered because all purport to

sponsor bilingual education programs.

A. Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools: administered by the
Federal government, they house about 25,000 Navajo
students who are primarily from the rural areas of the

Reservation, away from the border towns of the
Reservation and major paved highways.

B. Public Schools: administered by the contiguous states
of Arizona, Utah and New Mexico, these schools were
established originally to serve the needs of non-
Navajo students but now serve approximately 50,000

Navajos who live somewhat closer to the border towns
and major highways mentioned above.

C. Contract Schools: administered primarily by personnel
chosen by local school boards, these are often

referred to as community-controlled schools. Unlike

the state- and Federal-operated schools, the local
board has the authority to hire personnel and choose



curriculum. They now serve approximately 2,500 Navajo
students.

D. Mission and Placement Schools: Serving about 2,500
Navajo young people, these schools are sponsored
primarily by church missions or lay missions. Most of
the placement home activity is through the Church of

Jesus Christ of the Latter Day Saints, or Mormons, and
students are placed in homes off-Reservation.

Each of these school types has developed different

educational philosophies and educational policies as a result of

the form of adminstration they have, and of the developmental

history of this administration. The greatest percentage of

Navajo students now attend public schools as a result of BIA-

ratified Tribal policy which requires that all Navajo chIldren

living within one-and-one-half-miles of a paved highway will

attend public schools (Platero et al, 1977) . This is the case

despite the distinct possibility that the round-trip distance that

the student may have to commute to a consolidated school exceeds

200 miles.

Fifty-seven BIA-funded elementary and secondary schools and

30 pu8lic, schools were found to claim to offer bilingual

education programs. These prograts were then compared as to:

A. the length of time that the bilingual program has been

in operation. At a minimum, programs will be
considered if they are at least five years old.

B. the percentage of children entering first grade who
are fluent in Navajo and limited in English. At a
minimum, programs will be considered where at least
two-thirds of the children are in this category.

C. the extent to which there is evidence of community
acceptance of the program.

D. the extent to which there is available description of
the method of implementation of the program, including
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teacher training and curriculum development.

E. the extent to which data are available evaluating the
educational effect of the program over at least five

years.

F. the willingness of the school administration and of
the community to participate in the project; and

G. the extent to which other Navajo schools and educators
would accept the school chosen as an example.

Criteria in "D", "E", and "F". were stressed the most in

comparison because they are most easily accessible for

examination. "B" was utilized wherever needed, but in most

Reservation schools, applies automatically. "C" is difficult to

evaluate, even where the program has been investigated

carefully, without extensive ethnographic study.

In all cases, attempts were.made to collect the data

evenly. This means that because the selection process was under

way by August 1980, sorde schools were not even in operation.

Theretore, few face-to-face interviews were conducted with

school administration at this time. Wtitten statements of

program goals, objectives, history were collected and served as

the primary information base for analysis.

While these data were being collected, we also decided to

contact those agencies already serving programs funded by ESEA
_

Titles I, IV, and VII. Fifteen overview interviews were thus'

conducted with personnel in:

,

A. the American Indian Bilingual Education Center (AIBEC)

located at the University of New Mexico in .

Albuquerque.

B. the Native American Materials Development Center



(NAMDC) in Albuquerque, ^New Mexico.

C. the Vavajo Tribal Division of Education (NDOE) Office
of Program Evaluation, at Window Rock, Arizona, the
Navajo Tribal Capital.

D. the Bureau of Inaian Affairs (BIA) Office of Title I
Program Administration in Gallup, New Mexico.

The firsi .two, while located in New Mexico, serve the

Reservation areas located in Arizona and Utah as well. Both are

part of the network of Title VII-funded organizations serving

larger sections of the Southwest.

Following these overview interviews, two ERIC searches were

made. The first one was for any ddchmentation and directories

for extant programs and program reviews for the Navajo area

funded by Title VII, which may have es6aped our attention. The

second was a more intensive search-for all other programs which

were funded for the Navajo Reservation, regardless of the

funding source.

The screening then proceeded according to the criteria

discugsed above. The screening thus is a description of how we,

as a research program, came to decide upon Rock Point Community

School as the site for our ethnographic and research project.

It is distinctly not intended as a guide to determine who has

the best program. Readers may disagree with our decisions,

depending on their own emphases and biases (inherent in any

research or policy orientation). For a description of the

decisions we actually made in screening, please refer to Schoepfle

and Conescu (1980), with is enclosed in Appendix I.
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SECTION 3

DEFINITION OF COMMUNITY

3.1. THE CHAPTER IN GENERAL

Brief mention should be made of what is meant by

"community." In some literature, particularly that describing

what happens in the United States, "Community" is often equated

with ethnic boundary or neighborhood (Barth, 1968). Thus,

reterence is often made to a "Chicano community" or Black

Community (Hannerz, 1968) for both urban and rural settings. In

the Navajo situation (as well as in most 0-her non-Western

situations) this designation is not applicable.

First, we must describe the Navajo Reservation, It is a

land mass of 25,000 square miles whose present boundaries

include parts of the contiguous states of Arizona, New Mexico

and Utah. They were initially fixed by the Treaty of 1868, and

later'extended by Executive Order to include more of the land

traditionally used by the Navajo people, and to protect them

from Spanish and Anglo encroachment (Fanale, 1982).

The Navajos are linguistically related to their variouS

Apache neighbors and together,constitute the majority of the

Southern Athapascan language subgroup. Today, with a population

of approximately 170,000, they constitute the largest population

ot Naive Americans, the number of whose native-language

speakers are on the increase.



By the late 16th Century, historical accounts report

clashes between Navajos and invading Spanish, who first came to

take gold, and later, to establish ranching (Forbes, 1972).

Through ,the middle of the 19th Century these clashes became more

frequent as Spanish, and later Mexican, encroachment and slave

raiding increased (Roessel, 1979).

With the assumption of control of the Southwest by the

United States, clashes between U.S. soldiers and Navajos were
...

reported, as the former attempted to reduce warfare between

Navajos and Mexicans, and open the area for Anglo settlment.

By the early 1860's the situation had deteriorated to the

point that some of the neighboring Indian tribes, and Spanish

and Mexican interests urged the United States troops to launch a

scorched earth campaign intended to starve out the Navajos, and

then, to intern them at Fort Pumner, New Mexico. This

internment, and its attendant concentration march of over 300

miles,i is known by historians as the Long Walk and by the

Navajos as Hweeldir and resufted in the death of undetermined

thousands of these people. While originally intended by the U.S.

Army as a permanent resettlement program, its failure was

increasingly obvious and politically embarrassing (Young, 1968).

Thus, the Navajos were released after signing a' Treaty in 1868,

and returned home.

After their return, contact with Anglos increased

gradually, as Federal efforts increased in education, and market

activity through traders intensified; However, it was with the
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Stock Reduction of the 1930's that there was a quantum increase

in intensity. Herds of sheep, the primary source of livelihood,

were reduced in many cases below the level of subsistence, and

establishment of Reservation-wide grazing district boundaries

closed off access to traditional ceremonial and grazing areas.

While originally intended as a conservation measure, its

result was the shattering of a subSistence economy and the

partial disintegration of a society (Fanale, 1982). As these

traditional social ties were attenuated and subjected to

considerable economic risk, Navajos of the early 1940's were

incresingly exposed to the outside world as they had to take on

more wage work for support, and as they became subject to

military service.

Navajos, as a result, turned increasingly to education, as

the income from wage work became more necessary to support

households, and as the need increased for educated leaders who

couldideal with outside pressures on behalf of relatives and

neighbors. With these economic and educational changes came

further problems, as school children became alienated from

family and kin. Indeed, it was im response to these

historically-accumulating pressures, and their impacts, that

Rock Point Navajos decided to take control of their education,

as we shall see later.
...

3.2. CHAPTER AND SCHOOL

Upon the establishment of the Reservation, by the treaty of

1868, the Federal Gove.rnment launched a campaign--albeit not



always systematically--to establish a single Tribal'entity

(Boyce, 1974), by 1934, with the passage of the Indian

Reorganization Act (IRA). At the same time, concerted effort .

was made to establish more localized entities known as Chapters,

around 1927 (Young, 1961) . Originally intended as public

meeting forums for Navajos retuining from far-off boarding

schools and wage-work jobs, these entities have become the basic

geopolitical unit of the Tribal political and governing

structure. As such, chapter meetings have become the means not

only of distributing inEormation to a largely non-literate

public, but also where disputes are settled, grazing-right

boundaries agreed upon, and more recently, where community,

planning is cauied out.

Some writers have maintained that the Chapter was

soriginally imposed by the Federal government in order to

undercut the decision-making capacity of traditional "land use

units" and other kin-based grOups (Kimball and Provinse, 1924).

At present, however, it appears that the Chapt9r, as an

organization, has,been assimilated, to varibus degrees, within

what appears to be an aggregation of relatively fluid kin-based

organization in present-day political decision-making.

Consideration of the Chapter as a basic geopolitical, kin-based

unit of social organizatiOn will be important in understanding

\,)

the development' of a bilingual education program at Rock Point

Community School. The Chapter is responsible for the electic

'of school board members and plays an integral part in the

decision-making process through which parents have an input into

25



the 'School's operatio . It also places in sharp relief a

provisional definition of community: networks of extended kin-

based groups associated with both the Chapter and school, and

who are independent in many ways, from other similar Navajo

groups around them. This definition is important because such

kin groups are not located in any geographically centralizqd

point; they are dispersed, in residence, among a number of

"camps" (or "outLits," Levy, 1962) where lifestock are raised.

There are no centraliiied villages.

The chapter thus \is)
ia

place of congregation because it is a

location where pc.aale come to obtain well water during dry

seasons, can buy items they need from the trading post, and be

guaranteed a building--i.e. the Chapter house--with enough space

and facilities for organized meetings and some offices. Thus,

as one drives past seemingly (and deceptively) endless open

spaces, the only visible indications of what is referred to as a

"community" are a school and surrounding resident al compound, a

chaptdr house, a trading post, or a combination of these. For a

7
people, a majority of whom lack el6ctricity, running water, and

immediate access to paved roads, these facilities thus

understandably a focal point of social contact.

Rock Point is thus one of these chapters (See Maps, next

two pages). Its population, by the 19'70 Census, is

approximately 1,200 people, or about 300 family households, The

Chapter house is located near the school, a trading post and a

Lutheran Church mission established there in the early 1950's.

26
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Rock Point's economy is based on pastoral livestock raising

and some irrigated farming. Prior to the 1930's an extensive

system of irri9ated agriculture had been introduced, but after

World War II the ditches fell into disuse and disrepair because

of a combination of changing community organization and

declining economic importance for farming. While attempts have

been made to revive farming as an income-producing entity, the

school itself is by far the largest local wage-work employer.

As shall be seen below, livestock now produce little

monetary income. The primary economic value of livestock is in

their capacity to provide food which need not be caight at a

store (i.e. avoided costs) and as a source for some monetary

income through use of sheep wool for weaving. The famous Navajo

rugs are then sold. Thus, while not necessarily enough for

self-sufficiency, livestock are nevertheless of considerable

economic significance.

Some economists (Reno, 1980) have suggested that

traditional Navajo pastoralism is greatly in decline because of

its obvious inability to provide sole economic support, and

writers then infer that the Navajo culture is in a state of

decline. While no one can deny importanr cultural

transformations, to infer that Navajo culture is in decline is

to miss an important possibility, within not only Rock Point but

elsewhere: Navajo culture is modernizing, not simply

westernizing. To observe at least this possibility should

direct our attention to how Rock Point school and community



maintain a Navajo education which also, with minimal

contradi , orients their Children toward the outside world.

3.3. ROCK POINT SCHOOL

During the two years this research, Rock Point School had a

total enrollment of 430 students. As mentioned in 2.4.ff, Rock

Point, is a community-controlled contract school. That is,

(Holm, et al, 1981; see also Roessel, 1979),

The chapter elects the School Board, a "Local Navajo
Community School Board" under Title X of the Navajo Tribal

Code. The School Board meets once a week. The Board

negotiates or approves all contracts and grants/ interviews

and hires all employees, makes all major policy decisions

an dapproveds all major expenditures.

The contract is renewed yearly between tfie Bureau of Indian

Affairs and the School Board (Holm, et al, 1981; Roessel, 1979)

Each year, the Board makes a written proposal.to the Tribe

and the BIA to continue the current 3-year contract or to

start a new contract. They say what they want to do, how

they want to do it, how the school's work will be measured

or evalauted, and how they would spend the/Bureau money
they expect. The Board contracts with the approval of the

Navajo Tribal Council. Any continuation ,or modification

dan be "vetoed" by the Council. A number of meetings are
held between the Board and Area BIA people. When

agreements are reached, these are written up into a

contract and both sides sign the contract. In effect, the
contract is'a set of rules and promises the Board and the

Bureau have agreed to keep for one year.

Once the contract is ratified by the Bureau, the School

receives as much as, but not more than, the amount provided to a

comparable Bureau school,program under per-pupil funding

formulas.

PL 93-638 regulations insist the contract school will get as

much as but no more than a Bureau-operated school. FOr the last
.30
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few years, money has been distributed within the Bureau by a per

pupil "formula": so much money for each day, boarding, jr.

high, or sr. high student. Rock Point receives as much but no

more Navajo Area BIA money than a BIA school with the same

students.

At the same time the contract is signed, the Board agrees to a

certain budget, saying how much money they think they will spend

for each "line": like "Academic salaries" or "Dormitory

supplies", etc. the Board must tell the Area BIA about any

smaAl changes they make: they must get the Area BIA's approal

for bigger changes.

The Board differs from those of the BIA schools in the

control it has in the hiring and firing of staff, and in its

access to other funding sources. This was mentioned in 2.4.ff

and is explained in detail below. (Holm, et al, 1981; Roessel,

All of the employees work for the Board. Even though the

money may come from the BIA, or Title I, or Title IV, the
Board tries to run one integrated education and care
program.

All Board employees are under "contract" to the Board--as
in the public schools Each year, the Board looks at the

money available and at their employees; they they offer
contracts to the people they want to return. Contracts are

ten or twelve months; teachers are on ten-month contracts.

'4.

If some full-time people,leave, or new full-time jobs open

up, the Board'interviews applicants and, selects new

employees.

/31
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Because the school is a community-controlled school, it can
submit proposals for other monies. Some'of these are
simply.allocated per pupil: Title I, Title IV-A(LEA), and
JO'M. Others are competitive (and therefore uncertain):
Title IV-A (ICS), NEH, Title IV-B (Bilingual Ed).

1'

4
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SECTION 4

PARENTAL IDEAS ON WHAT EDUCATION HAS DONE

AND IS SUPPOSED TO DO

At the time we were interviewing, Navajo Parents and staff

had well-defiried ideas on how they wanted their children to

behave in.a world which increasingly requires knowledge of two

cultures. They also proposed the ways in which their school

programs could, and did, bring out this-bicultural competence.

In order to describe these in a way in which their

attitudes can be properly related to one another, we will

present a classification system centering around the overall

qualities of a well-adjusted student.

On the next page is the overall taxonmy, whose components

will be the basis of discussion in the subsection of Section 4.

All terms have been lettered and numbered as an attempt to

facilitate reference back and forth through this report. This

description emerges not from the knowledge or statements of any

one individual, but is instead a composite of what many people

had to say about-the education of their children.
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One term arose throughout the interview and denotes the

desited state of an educated Navajo individual: dine t'aa bi

at'eego (People + just + they themselves are + as they are =

Well-directed person = well-disciplined person). This term has

three major subclassifications, as described in the following

tree diagram.

Dine t'66 bi át'éego
A wal-chracted person

Doo biI heyée'da T'66 aItsoni yidh'i'
IS not lazy Ha'eani

Ras strong Foundation
(in thinking)

Doo tséstl'aaghiahda
Not externally con-
strained

The vertical slanting tree-lines indicate the relationship of

taxonomy. Thus, the line between No. 1 and the topmost term

could be read in Navajo as "Dine doo bil hore'dago dine t'aa bi

at'eego at'e" or "People who are not lazy are people who are

well-directed." The term "at'e (is a kind of)" denotes taxonomy

and id placed at the end of a simple sentence.

Note also that,there are horizontal lines. These denote

the relationships of sequence and implication. Thus, a speaker

might first say

"Dine doo bil hoyee'dago, dine t'aa bi at'eego at'e (People
who are not lazy are people who are well-directed)"

ara then later say

"Aadoo [or Ako) dine t'aa altsoni yich'i' ha'olnigo dine
'aa bi at'eego at'e (=And then for "thus") people who have

strong foundation are people who are wb11-directed.)".

In other words, No. Ids a precursor or precondition for No. 2.
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In the remainder of chis dispuftion, we will provide simply

the quality itself (e.g. doo bil hdyee'da = not lazy) rather'.

1 than the full sentence or phrase. The Navajo term itself will

first appear, followed by a dictionary translation either from

The Dictionary of the Navajo Language (Young and Morgan, 1980),

or a translation analogous to it. This will in turn be followed

by a translation whose meaning is better related to the contexts

of what the informants happened to be discussing.

The meaning of a well-disciplined person in Navajo is not

entirely the same as'it is in English. It means that an

individual listens daretuly,to what is said, is willing to w.r)rk

hard, and deals well with stress. It also implies that while a

person should be patient, attentive and tough, the patience and

attentiveness Is not to be imposed externally, through threats

of punishment. The latter is best seen as an external

suppression of Navajo speech and behavior, while Navajo

discpline originates from within a person. As will be seen in

Section 6 this difference is important.

4.1. A: DOO BIL HOYEE'DA (NOT LAZY = NOT LAzY = ALERT)

The quality translated here as ,Thot being lazy" also

carries with it the meaning of alertness, ability to piy

attention to what is going on, a state of good health, and the

capadity to act quickly and spontaneously. This term involves

three subcategories, each of which is a precondition for the

other. Each Subcatetory term in turn illustrates further the

connotations of.alertness and spontaneity.

1 )
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Parents reported that they teach their children not to be lazy

even before they are di the age to enter school, and they do so
It

through a variety of direct and'indirect means; The nature of

these means is the subject iscussion in the following

subsections.

4.1.1. Al: ABINIDAA' NAAGHA (IN THE MORNING 4. ARE ABOUT -
ARE ABOUT PROMPTLY IN THE MORNING = RISES ON TIME

EARLY IN TH1, MORNING)

Spontaneity and health, here, have long been asociated in

the traditional Navajo culture with rising early in the morning,

and running. In earlier times particuarly, many Navajo dhildren

were expected to rise early, even before daybreak, to run, even

if it'were cold or snowing. Not only were children expected to

be healthy and spontaneous; they were intended to become inured

to the stress and suffering they would face as a normal course

of events in later life.

Parents pointed out, however, that,children did not usually

adopt the practice willingly. Older men, particularly, mention

1.low they had to, pick up the children and/Idake them run. In

fact, if there were snow on the ground, the chilren would be

thrown out into the snow, while the older men would roll alound
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in it. The more the children kicked and protested the Longer

they were kept there. The children soon learned that it was

better not to protest.

On the other hand, this practice was always carried out in

a joking context, and was not intended as a cruel means of

inuring the child to hardship. Two r three older relatives,

including perhaps the grandfather, yould pick a time when it had

snowed, and, amidst laughter, take the screaming.child outside

and deposit him in the snow. As adults then reported, they, as

children, would soon like to join these morning runs, in part,

in response to the humorous context and close companionship with

which they had started out.

One speaker in the community describes how he instituted

running early in the morning forthis boys, at Rock Point, and--

although his is now in.a'Adistinct minority--continues this

today. For other speakers, there are other ways to instill the

appropriate values.

-----Dii yastah n6'6nah d66 c166 abinid46' Wadi
6i1d66 yiikaihda' tadldlin d66 naad4'6Igai bee-sbhodizin
ei dii Sha'álchini bee bichT

4* I teach my children about getting into snow, racing.

early, rising early in the morning and praying with
corn pollen and white corn meal each morning.

Dii sha'Lchini ei abinida' náihodliShniI, ako doo nizh-
diijeehg66 ei t'6616'6, dóó nilei neeznaaji' ha e'eshtall
66666 ei tO sikaz hak'iyaashkgh, ako ei binahji'

hO ngthdiijah dajizlii'.
41 So, if my children did not get up right away, when I woke

them up, I would count from one to ten and then would
throw cold water on them; as a result, they now rise up

early on their own.

38
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- ----Aad66 dii abinigo nizhdiijahgo ei naada'algaii ts'aa'

bee ha selk4 aid66 tadidlin d6' hi seltsoos

44 Then, when they had arisen I would place white corn meal
and corn pollen for them in a bowl.

- ----Aad66 abifild44' ch'eehash'ishgo tseedazhdilziih, diigi ni

hodishniigo, shikek'ehg66 adadonl'hodishniigo, taadi daats'i

AkOnahoosh'iih.

4* And then, early in the morning, I would take them out to
pray, I would teach them (through repetition) perhaps
three tiTus, tke manner in which they would say these

prayers.

Aad66 bik'ihji' ei th'iniahash'ishgo, t'aala'a jinizinigo
ch'ihwiish'6eshgo Via h6 shináál tsodazhdilzin leh.

*4 'And then later, when I would take tbem aside, one-by-one,
they would pray on their own in my presence.

Aad66 ail bik'iji' ei, t'aa 1 ch'inakahgo, t'ai bi
tsodadilzin

4* And then still later, they would usually go out and pray
on their own.

-----J6 dii t'ai koji iinanigii ei doo adahozhdeelaag66
aad66 doo hol h6y6e'g66 t'eiyi bits'W66 beesoo h616
jini.

.

4* IYou see, only when one s not Lazy will one successfully
acquire money and use it to carry on this livelihood we

have ao Navajo from day-to-day.

Rock Point staff and other community acknowledged the

importance parents held to the disposition to arise

spontaneously, but added that few people actually still

instituted tbe practice of the morning run. Other informants

made a similar observation and maintained that they stressed the

quality of arriving on time to one's destination as an approximate

replacement for the older practice of running.

Thus, the whole object of running early was to instill in

the children a desire rise up on one's own (T'aa bi naadii nah).

Just because many no longer do this is not to infer that Navajos

tiu
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no longer have the resolve to achieve. Other ways have been

found to instill these values, and one of these is simply to get

to a place on time, such as school.

4.1.2. A2: NAANISH YINEEDLI (WORK IS ENTHUSIASTI' ABOUT IT
= ONE IS ENTHUSIASTIC ABOUT WORK).

Navajos we interviewed expected that the capacity and

willingness to wake up on one's own should be easily

generalizable to being able to undertake work spontaneously. In

addition, this work ethic is not to be seen as a compulsion (as

sometimes described in the Western literature) but as an ethic

whose importance is explained in the religious and cultural

teachings of the famdly.

Dii koji Olta' haz'gji ald6' t'áadoo bahat'aadi t46,6

6k6nianzit'e dii naakits'Aadahji' ajighgh d66 y6wchji.'
ngs dahngzhddidgh d66 dikwii shii naanish al'qa L'6ego

binghoo'aah.
This education that one gets is'also definiteZy the came**

as our traditional livelihood, t,.us, one will finish the

12th grade level and go on to higher schooZing, from

wnence he will Zearn severaZ different ways of living.

ngsdi doo adahodiniláago t'66 ilhoshgo

ha'ii'aahgo, ei doodago t'66 dahootahg66 naniilka'go,

akOveego ei doo 1int woly6eda", shi'doo'niid.
was also taught that Later in life you find that if you**

are not patient, or if you are lazy and sleep until sun-

up or else wander about from one house to another, this

is not life.

"Ako dil kOt'efego ei iiyisi na'nitin dajini.

"This is the way real teaching used to be".

Dii t'iá konibwhd66 hodees'aago, diltli' d66 tó d66

ch'iiygn d66 tsesk'eh haz'ogi, kod66 hodees% 66566

ch'ihcol'i nilél t1'60'di nghist'4, kOt'eego

bich'i' yáshti'.
wou7d instruct my chiZdren in all the teachings from

this very fireplace, from the burning fire itself, and

the water and food and the place of bedding, and from

all outside activities.

* *

**
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-----"Kwe'6 dii iinahlgii kót'é, dii hazh3'6 baa'akonoosiih

66d65 nilahji shii aldó' Vái Akot'e", hodishnii-

go binahonishtin.

44 I would te./I them "this is the way we take very seriously

the wgy\we live, at this very ptace, and there is,another

life Nulfpugh school that is the same also".
\\.

The ethi)alnature of this enthusiasm can be seen in the

nature of what is referred to here as self-motivation (i.e.

t'aadoo abi'di'nini naalnish = without + being told 4. works).

That is, one begins work spontaneously because it is a good and

sensible thing to do in the world.

From ages 3 - 4, the individual was supposed to carry in

wooe -,Tid engage in some household tasks on one's own, and this

initiative is supposed to transfer to the school setting.

4.1.3. A3: AK'EHOL'I (OBEDIENT)

It follows that if an individual is capable of initiative,

then he or she is teachable in other skills. The individual is

thus willing to do what he or she is told to do (t'aa abi'

di'ninigi at'e), and does not stray away to do other things. It

cannot be stressed too often that obedience here is not the

blind obedience to external constraint or sanction. As the

quote in 4.1.2. supports, this obedience is supposed to

originate from within the individual. Again, one obeys because

it is right and sensible to do so in this world.

Navajo adults teaching in the school stress that it is

better if the quality of spontaneous obedience, as well as those

of other sorts of initiative (see 4.1.1. - 4.1.2.), are first

taught in the home. In turn these are more easily taught in the

41
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home if the family possesses livestock. Without livestock, much

of the practic'bm experience necessary to support teaching is

more difficult to come by, and behavior problems emerge in the

classroom as a result.

JO eii dibeda shijee'go 61 alch1n1 bich'i' yil'6, dil anile6h

bi'di'n1.

*A You see, when one poescsscs sheep, (their cure) is the child's

duty; hc is told "do thiz1 with the sheep".

j6 dii lahg66 dii bichT aráadooigii ádaadin 16, 6ko dii

ilchini al'6agi dco bil b66hOzinda.
*A You see, at some homes, (these) duties are lacking*for the

children; as a result, these children do not know how to

be well-disciplined (at school).

Aad66 d1. ama d66 azhe'e la' doo ba'alchini yichT y6daalti'da,

ako kodi nehek6ahgo el vai bee hOzIn1 la' Vai blighahi

yaanaakai.
And then some mothers and pthers, do not teach (i.e. talk t))

their children; thus, when they get to school, it is obvious,

fqr some get into mischief%

Ako dil Alchini la' t'6adoo e'el'i yaanaakai leh, 66d66

n66n6 la' el bich'i' y6jilti'go nizhOnlgo nah6azt4 leh,

dligi it'eego nizhOnlgo dahonel'aleh.

** Thus, some of these children will not behave, and others will

behave when talked to, they will sit still and listen, generally;

these children will Zook you in the ege as you talk to them.

6lchini bich'i' yiti'go doo el ts'id6

daats'l alnli' biliahd66 AkOt'ee leh.

** When they are being taught over ha/f of these children will

not listen closely.

AA

Indeed, one of the stated purposes of the school has been

to instill the Navajo values to those students whose background

does not include raising livestock. The way in which this is

done will be'explained in 5.1.1. and 5.1.2., in the description

of clanship.
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While the Navajo way of life is strongly viable in the view

of the informants, wage work made accessible by education is

increasingly important, and efforts are being made to integrate

the two.

-----"Dii sbi nohgc56 dibe yikah AAd66 ril1gig66 bikee'

d1n6Ah, t'zIadoo yikee' deya'6da nilahg66 bini'dii dble

da'ólta', n11e1 koji blkee' ahidini4, shi'di'ninigli
biniinaa t'6adoo iilta'da.

AA 1 myself did not go to school because I was told "there

are sheep h6re and horses there, go after them, there is

no one to care for them, Zet the others go to school".

Ako nidi k'adgo dii naanish bee iinánigil t'éiy6 alAahgo

yeebeesoo
For the present, Ziuelihood through wage work is the

onZy way of acqufryng more money.

NALA dli koji dibe bee iininigli éí k'adgo t'AA adh'i'go

beg beesoo Art t'AA haZhó'ó t'eó bikiinigo Aid66 t'66

bee atah yA'Ahootlehego hól6.
At present, sheep are kept mainly for food and to keep

one in psychological health, livelihood through sheep

are a source of very litcle money.

AAc166 dii dibe bee iinAnigii ei a1k'id4o' eiyi t'AA anli

biziilgo bee iini A1'i
In the past, livelihood through sheep was indeed the

strongest means to a successful lip.

AAd066 dlijiidi ei yAdaati'go, "iinilta'go 6456 nii'ii-

nilta'go t'elyA dii naanishigii nididlileel AidO6 bee

yi'it'eehgo hininiadoo", daha'ni.
And then now, many say "go to school, finish, and get a

higher education, only then wiZZ you acquire a good job

and through it lead a good life".

AA

AA

AA

AA

4.2 B: T'AA ALTSONI YICH'I' HA'OLNI (HAS STRONG

FOUNDATION [IN THINKING])

If a person has internalized the capacity for initiative,

alertness and spontaneity from teachings about Navajo life, then

it follows that the individual has a strong foundation in



thought. "Ha'olni," (or also "fortitude") denotes the ability

to accept constructive criticism without offense, to pay

attention to instruction, and to follow through one's work and

learning to completion.

T'ai altsoni ha'ólni

Has strong foundation (in
thinking)

B-2
Yisda yinildzil Naanish yinildzil

Endures sitting Endures work

B-1
Dco 114di

Not resentful

Ar.3a B-la B-2a

T'66
ninigi ét'é
Does what
one is told
to do

Ach'i'

yati yinIldzil

Accepts Stays through

correc- instruction

tion to completion

-2b B -3a

Oita' Binaanish

yinildzil la' yooiil
Stays thr- Sees one's

ough sch- work through

ooling to to completion

completion

4.2.1. Bl: DOO HADI SI'AADA (NOT + SHORT-TEMPERED + STATE OF

BEING = NOT RESENTFUL [OF BEING DISCIPLINED])

An individual is not supposed to be overly sensitive to

criticism; he or she is supposed to accept it as a matter of

course. Acceptance and enduring of such correction (ach'i'

yati' yinildzil = accepts correction) is thus a part of this

quality. In such acceptance the concept overlaps in meaning

with the attribute t'aa at'e (one does what he/she

is,told to do).

Again, these qualities are very different from those of

external sanctions and punishment often associated with the idea

of discipline in Western "back-to-the basics" eduction.

Discipline, here, almost always is supposed to involve
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explanation of why something shOuld not be done, or, reported

more frequently, why something went wrong or should not have

been done. In the latter cases, a strong person is supposed to

remain- inwardly calm and confront the outcome of his or her

actions for what they are, and take responsibility for them.

4.2.2. B2: YISDA YINILDZIL (REMAINING IN PLACE + ABOUT IT +
HAS ENDURING STRENGTH = SITS + ENDURES IS = ENDURES

SITTING)

Following from an ability to remain inwardly calm is the

ability to concentrate on important matters and see them through

to their final outcome. While an individual should want to do

these things as a matter of course, relaHves and companions of

the individual will observe that he or she sits patiently

through instruction. Thus, again, the individual is not

supposed to sit passively through these activities; a person

should also show interest through asking questions. This

double-sided quality will be discussed more in14.3. below.

Also, an aspect of enduring sitting is the abilty to endure

school in general (olta' yinildzil). The ability to sit still,

follows from the ability to accept and endure criticism, and in

turn allows one to do well in school. This causality does not

mean, however, that children are simply intended to sit

passively by and absorb what is told them. They are intended to

ask questions and show initiative at the same time. Thus, they

are evaluated by their ability to concentrate and ask

intelligent questions. The following set of attributes

illustrates the distinction between those who are obedient and
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those who are not. Note and compare these to the description in

4.1.3. of children who have not learned to be obedient.

JO dli 616hini ádaat',eedi, 66d66 Ld66
binah)i' álchini ak'ida'diitithigii hol beehózin Ieh.

Yoa see, one will know how.well the children learn by the way

they are, and the wdy they listen and how they ask questions.

dli 6Ichini nazhnitingo la' doo da'iists'Wda Ieh, 6ko

t'66da yidlohgo ahldilchid
hh You sec, some children do not listen when they are being taught,

and thus simply laugh and play around with one another.

Ako dli 61chini ei nideiidiyiil6h, 56 nideildish-

k'idgo yaa dahalne' Ieh; 64d6O shi el shima. t'66 akoni

daanii Ieh.
Thus, when the children are incorporating the instruction,

they will answer you by saying "my mother tells me the same

thing" as they answer you when you ask them about (the lesson).

4.2.3. NAANISH YINILDZIL (WORK + ABOUT IT + IS ENDURING

STRENGTH = WORK + IS ENDURED = ENDURES WORK)

Work (naanish) is translated fairly easily from Navajo to

Erli4h. On one hand it can denote wage work (naalnish), while

on the other it can denote general productivity, particularly in

the maintenance of a good herd of livestock, productive farm and

well-kept household. Rather obviously crucial to the ability to

endure work is the ability to complete it (binaanish la' yooliil

= one's work + some of it + it is finished = One sees his/her

work through to completion.

7he school takes a part in instilling this quality, as is

illustrated in the following description of a class in basket

making. In addition, the instructor stresses that it is these
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qualities, which, when combined with the economic value of the

finished product, are valuable to making a living in later life.

Navajos here are usually unable to obtain a livelihood

through stock raising alone, and must depend. on wage labor for

various portions of household income. This wage work, however,

is marginal, and often temporary. Thus, people here must make a

living from a variety of sources. The following quotes

illustrate.

-----Dii tsaa' 61.'4 ijil'iigo haanahaniihdoo,

6ko t'ii nijilnish ndi t'ai biighah doo.

** When one masters this basket making, he can make them and

sell them; thus, even if one has a (paying) job, extra

money on the side will be there to help him.

Dii nijilnish nit'44'go hats'44' ni kOdzaago, t'áa 61

t'éiyi hanaanish ázhdooliilgo bee nias jidooghaAI.

** When one is laid off from a paying job, the making of a

basket alone, can becode a full-time job, and by means of

it, he can make a liVing.

Navajos here assume that an education stressing the ability

to endure work in school will enhance the contributions to home

not oAly because complementary sources of income will be

available. Contributions are assumed to be enhanced because the

work involved in both areas is not extremely different.

4.3. C: DOO TSESTL'AAGHAAHDA (NOT + EXTERNALLY CONSTRAINED

= IS AUTONOMOUS)

The ability to be autonomous is intended to be the

culmination of a life of integrated patience, endurance and

initiative, which is based on a firm foundation of teaching.

The values of such a life have generally been taught within the

family, and depend in considerable degree on practicum learning
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experience provided through the raising of livestock.

The school, however, is seen as clearly capable of

reinforcing these ideas. And oddly enough, such reinforcement

is often done through teaching of subjects such as basket

weaving. While these subjects may seem to an outside-observer

ras non-essential, they are clearly intended to impart values

directly to the student.

These values are not learned for their own sake, however.

They are learned within a widely-ehcompassing social context of

family, clan and political system. This context not only

involves social organization; it also includes a constellation

of ethics which involves love, warmth, generosity, and a

security based on a certainty similar to that of the Golden

Rule,: if an individual extends such generosity to others, he or

she will be able to receive them.

Thus, to be an autonomous individual, one must know one's

sociaPand ethical context, and this can be diagrammed as

follows:

C
Doo tsdstl'aaghAahda
not externally con-

strain d

::--

T'A6 bi Adi Nitséskees T'aa aich'ihji

yAlti' Thinks bidziilgo iinA

Speaks for
oneself Lives in both

cultures succ-

essftlly



4.3.1. Cl: K'E BIL BEEHOZIN (K'E 4- WITH IT 4- ONE KNOWS = IS
FAMILIAR WITH INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS)

The Navajo term K'e, can' loosely be translated as close-.

relative interpersonal relationships,'-or "clanship." It is a

theory of social organization writ large. Included in this

theory is a classification system of clan identity with which

each individual is affiliated. By means of this system, persons

can identify themselves according to the clan of their mother,

their father, their maternal grandmother and their patern41

grandmother. Thus, when introducing themselves to otherS,

Navajos will begin by naming their mother's clan, then their

father's, then maternal and paternal grandparents' clans.

The follewing.is an illustration of the way in which an

individual introduces himself properly at a public gathering or

meeting. Note how he specifies his place of origin as well as

mother's and father's .;lan.

ei Ashiihi nishli

Tilat which I am is that Salt Clan I am

** I am of the Salt Clan

-----Tl'izi LáñI ei hi shishchiin

Many Goat (Clan) that for them I am born (i.e. father).

** I am born for the Many Goat Clan (i.e. rather's Clan)

-----T6dich'iinii ei dashicheii
Bitter Water (Clan) My maternal grandparents (they are)

** My maternal grandparents' clan is Bitter Water.

Tabaahá ei dashinali
Edge Water Clan that they are my paternal grandparents

-----Hashtl'ishn ii el la' ba'alk'ee ses.di

Mud Clan that one of them in her house I dwell

** My wife's clan is the Mud Clan.

-----fi nishyehigii ei TOm B. yinishye

The name T am called by that is TOm B. I am called.

** My rame is Tom B.
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Such a clan system fs what would be referred to in

anthropological theory as a descent system. The system nere is

matrilineal and.exogamous, and it is recognized by Navajos as

the equivalent of incest for two individuals of the opposite sex

to marry, cohabit, or even to socialize in some other ways (such

as at school dances) unless they are of different maternal

clans. To commit such incest brings on a number of rmtal and

physical illnesses which are difficult to curei even wi'.1

extensive ceremonial intervention (Morgan, m.s*., 1980).

On the other hand, membership within the same clan involves

a number of rights and responsibilities toward other members.

An individual thus has rights to be helped economically, or to

cbtain other support on the basis of fellow clan membership. In

turn, the individual is obligated to reciprocate. Associated

with this system are emotions of warmth, compassion, love, and

generosity (Witherspoon, 1975; Lamphere, 1980). These are,

ideally, at least, supposed to offset the onus associated with

fulfilling various obligations (Downs, 1964). Finally, combined

with 8Oth the obligations aria associated values and emotions are

roles. It is often the honor and obligation of uncles to

inculcate certain values and impart certain instruction to the

children, as they grow up, and it is the obligation of the

children to listen attentively and learn well.

From the Navajo standpoint, this theory is also justified

and explained by a consi..ellation of legends. These legends can

be seen as part of still another constellation of prayers and
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moral imperatives which are closely associated with landmarks.

The imperatives guide an individual in how he or she must be

oriented to the social and environmental milieu. The

orientation, in turn, is also learned in part through the

practice of raising livestock, and verbalized and made rational

through the legends which are learned at different stages of an

individUal's development.

The generic Navajo term, K'e, thus stands for not only the

ethics of reciprocity mentioned above, but alsb for knowledge of

the social structure embedded within this system of ethics. It

is also assumed that'll an individual can understand the system

of ethics, he or she must know the clan system (k'e bil

beehosin) . This means that knowledge of the clan system is seen

by others who interact with an individual as evidence that he or

she has internalized the system of ethics. For an individual to

know one's clan affilition, then, it is assumed that one must

have grown up as a Navajo. If one does not know one's clan,

then Others infer that there are many other things as well which

the individual does not know.
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C-1
biI beehózin

Is famitiar wit;,
interpersonal re-
lationshi s

C-la
K'enidzin
Openly art-

iculates re-

lationship
to others

C-laii

Adeenelzin Dine beehoisin

Knows one's Other Navajos

identity knows-one

Navajo children who are familiar with the clan system can

thus.introduce themselves properly. , If Navajo children familiar

with the clan system are also familiar with the proper way of

acting toward others, then these manners can be seen as applyinq

to school. A Navajo teacher descibes how it is easier to

discipline students by appealing to their clan membership.

Impliil here is that she can appeal to their sense of right and

wrong, rather than having to impose external constraints on

behavior.

-----Dii k'ehigii ald6' t'AA bee bichT yashti', ako ei

binahji' O'it'eeh da'Olta', shi ald6' ay6cgo shirg dashila.

They (the children) Zearn Very well the special Navajo greet-

ings that I teaa to them; as a resuli'they repr to me as
"my mother".

-----Alchini k'6higii bee nanitingo ei yinahji' ay6ogo h6y4, alto

do4 akek) itqig66 bichT háa'adzihgo ak'ehOl'ii

?eh..

When the children are taught the special Navajo greetings,

it builds good character; thus, when they are doing wrong I

correct them only once and they obey.

Apt
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As an illdividual matures and learns these clan

relationships properly, he or she knows one's identity well

within the overall social context (adeeholzin). This carries

with it a sense of personal security and is comparable to ideas

in conventional education snch as "self image" and "self

esteem." Only here, the Navajo concept is more detailed, better

integrated, "and can be learnea by a child in 4reater depth.

'

A thorough knowledge of one's own identi*ty is the

precondition for being knbwn by other Navajos (Dine beehosin).

While little detail was supplied by those interviewed here,

Navajos elsewhere explained how raising livestock and everyday

activities would result in good self image and healthy attitude

toward others. The following quote is from a Navajo in the

Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute Area, and illustrates how such

developmentorks.
I 1\

Ako tl'izi la'

rrty daughter to col; cone goats QS /ivestoolk.

t6.1.

ThNe,;t'hat. goat gives Birth to trirleta.

-7p.-7.Ako 61 yaa' 61-161ywo nidaniy&'?h.

" :7:us, my daughter takes ogre of, the kid., as ahe raiaca them.

Ako 61 trizi t'aA altso ay66.6vOni.
:hus, the daughter f a:Z ih gvuto.%.,

dii tl'izi ay61*Onid6,6 yinaalnlshgo binahji' bid6'

bee bltah vá'Ahoot'66h d66 yineedli.

" qm,..,t1; !Iv loving work e;,c(loor in oaring for them, .

ThP cr, in turn bcoome healt;j'and enlhuoiaciically happy.
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Ako shitsi', shid6' dii dibe bee iine erilgi bee na'nitinigii
shee h616pdoo", nligo yOkcedgo kod66 bee na'nishtin.

ry dauhror says to me "I would like to learn the
teT.hiujc olshow to make a Tiving by means of havirg sheep,
also to possess the 1:Nowledge of'it", thUs, r_leach her.

Ako kod66 dibe boe iinanigii bee nanitingo abinid44'
nilei dibe bighangooda vigaal leh aade6 ayeZhida y6111-
ts66d leh, inda yaa'aha1y44 leh.

.4 4 Oats, as she iv taught,how to make a living by haying sheep,
she will itgin to go to the cheep corral earty in the morni.ng
and feed t4 Zambs, or wiLZ take care of the iambs during
lathing season.

Ako dil dibe yaa'ahalyanigii binahji ei t'66 bi binitsekees,

ac she cares for the sheep her thought and der.ision
making ability will be developed.

The speaker continues by .explaining that once this attitude

and orientation have developed, knowledge of the clan sysltm

follows, and will confirm and maintain good character.

Ako dli ay66'6'6'ni d66 siih hwiinidzin wolyéhigii adiih
yilye4hyo 61 binitsékees yileeh.

44 Thus.Wthe love and awareness of how one should make a good

4k q.pelihcod -will develop within her and it will become her
thought.

... Dii elchini neas deeyeadi, dii adOonc'e nilinigii d66
dabik'6igii t'ea altso yec iishjani e'delzin dooleel.

' As the eialdren grow oZder, they will identify themselves
,

by how they are related to oner clans.

Aad66 nasdi dii binahji' naaghaeg66, haashif honilteelgo
dine beedahOsin doo 61066 yeedahOsin dooleel.
And -,:s- the c;.illren grod older they will be ?Town and re.Tected

24

by other peopie, and vice ve,va.

Ako dii ket'oego alchini necy4ago ei naasdi line yineedlf
dooleel. . . .

Thus, if the child is raised in this fashion he will later'
enjoy his life.

Ako dit ntha'alchini. k'ehigi .i. doo binabiniltinig66 eí k'NQ
altso bii' hadiikah, áad66 hiadishif doo k'é dii'nlida
dooleel; eed66,h6neasd66 haadishff dine niidliinii t'66

r
ojb a'igi et'6ego nihaa dahane' dooleel06 dildigli nihi.

i dine niidliinii bits'aq hasti'.

oth
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AA Aus, -nc, chlZdren arc not taaghf the. values of k'6, we

the Nav,z,7,-, pccple as a whole will lose it, and us u result we

ot,p I c ,ra,.tices of i7z't an2 then we 1Le Navajo people

go a.:.!ra:,, wit-; nc, neaning and beLvin to do foolish

rh:v6'; it cnir racred responsibility to keep

th's happcninj.

Ako diigi ,At'6ego.hinitsékees yileeh d66 b bidziil yileeh

6i1d6(5 nit6s yidiilk6ahg66 doo ts'zidoolnihda 2eh; 66d66 doo

ay6wo bil h6y6.?'da
Thus, this is the Way ones thought is deoeZoped, and in turn

Lxter, one will be pien27y mid not be ?ail.

Finally, one indicator that individuals have internalized-

the social knowledge and ethics of K'e is 8heir ability not 0111y

to articulate kinship relationships without hesitation (doo

yani%inda = not hesitant) I'LL.: to be able to approa.ch adults and

initiate social intera'ction without hesitation. The following

quote illustrates the connection.

4

/CA

t'ah 1,,WW el t'66c106

t'66 jileeh.

YON see, Olen we were in school, we were somtimes told

not io talk, and this caused mo..t or us to fear speaking.

Dui k'dd kwe'6 61Chinl da'Olta'igii"di doo 00anizinda

aleh'ihji.dco 1)6 nidanitl'ahy66 nida'idilkid

dô hadahadziih. '

the chitdren attending this school. are not bashfUl

thtle aw explicit in speaking and asking questions in

b,)th ianvages.)
j6 t'ah el

yki'go bee hazdoodzihigii d66

hol nanitrago, bin4naa lahda

You sGe, when we were still in

;toed for teach:ng, thus:it was

words and find the righOods

Ako t'ah nilehd0' bil k'ad t'66 Odanizin

'mahalingo nidaakai, iiko doo vá'a bi Adáyidaalti'da.

,
nusp those with whom i went to school are even now still

hashful Wien I see them, they cannot speak up for themselves.

bilagdanaak'dhji t'diya

saad Choizdool'illigli
doo na'lzhdilkida leh.
cei:ool, only English was

difficult to prmulate

to use.

r-

(

álchini da'Olta'igii el dco yidanizinda

t'66 nahg66 joo0661:nidi aydogo k'd dahalni.

Pow, the children'going to school here are not bashfUl,

Choy greet you in the right way when you walk among them.



Dil k6iot& álchini da'ólta'igli k'é nidaaztl'o66 ay6ogo
bil be6dahózin, 66d66 t'66 61 binahji' Coo ádaadcii-
nit'iig66 ay6ocio hach'11 Odaalti' COO t.66 61 binootti'.

" eh:Idee): ,:ping to oehocl here are taughi the proper
1,1reot,'nc, aed .:t; and be,a:4se I' that they

,tre shy; !hey arc cat.pcken and Ihat in turn benofits
411(-7 in their ope21'ing and Zearning.

Ako dii kgSql; álchini da'Olta'igii kót'dego baa'6konisin,

,6 dii t'6A adaaltsIsid66' yoo rudoinitin kwe'é.

AuJ, AN.dren tAo go rAo,;,1 hon.,' are taught the pro-

gpectin:i v;:i20 ihey are ati:l young.

AA

Another Navajo teacher makes a similar observation in

English

The community people--the parents of the students--they

come in for the parent-teachers conferences and they stress

it a lot even in high schOol--that the clan is important

everywhere you go. You know, you find the same things that

a child shouldtnow; that way they will.be open-minded and

they will feel comfortable with other people and they will

talk to them and they will not tease them.or something like

that,that gives them conftdence.

One may wonder why someone who did not know one's clan

would be teased, or would have to worry about being teased. The

reason follows from what has been said above, that if a person-\

knows the clan system, it indicates that he or she has

internalized the ethics of k'e. If a person then is not

familiar with the clan system, teasing him or her serves as a

....way of chiding the individual,into concentrating better on what

they should be learning.

4.3.2. C2: T'AA BI ADA YALTI' (JUST ON ONE'S OWN-ONE

SPEAKS

The quality of not being withdrawn and being able to speak
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for oneself is also an element of another, more generic, Navajo

goal, denoted by the phrase doo yista'da (not Withdrawn). Other

elements can be related to this quality as follows:

bi 6.da

Speaks -for onesaf

,-- ..,..

C-2b

!)oo yanizlnda T'áadcolo'é doo yidh'i'

-Not reticent- ni'mlilda
Nab hesitant Iv :Teak out

or t,lko (talon on anything

The quality of not being reticent (doo yanizinda) carries

with it an emphasis on taking action. Thus( an individual no

longer reticent is outgoing and quick to act and respond to

other people. Ability to speak forth (t'aadoole'e doo yich'i'

ni'ni)iida) clearly denotes a more restricted capacity of

speech, but also subsumes the ability to organize one's thinking

in order to engage in detailed discourse ar oratory.

This oratorical ability (t'aa bi ada yalti = speaks for

himself) is thus seen as far more than what is often _associated

with speech-making by Western thinkers. That is, rather than a

simple "fast-talking" ability to appeal to peoples' passions,

for Navajos it is more reminiscent of the Classical oratorical

skills: i.e. to organize one's thought and speech to educate,



inform, and enlighten, as well as to sway, public opinion.

4.3.3. C3: NITSEKEES (THINKS)

The quote in 4.3.1. suggests that when Navajos attended

English-only schools, not only was their social development

hindered. Social reticence carried over to reluctance to

undertake the understanding of important concepts. The

understanding of important concepts, in turn, is related to the

overall ability to think. Thinking, here, is less separated

conceptually from action, than in the popular Western sense

(Witherspoon, 1977) and is connected to action through the

capacity of planning.

C-3
Nitsawes
Think;

C-3a "
Adi naas nitsekeys
Thinks ahead kr one-"
celf -

C-3m.
Ada mihat'a
Kan:, flho!ld

onese''

C-3aii

Adaa'akonidzin
ls aware of
onosar

C-3b
T'ii altsoni Sue nizin
IS aware of the way things
010142d be done

N

C-3bi

T'aa altsoni yaa'akonidzin
Is aware of the way things

arc

The following attributesidescribe how congruent schooling

should be to the development of good thought through the right

kind of life
4

-----Ts'idá t'aló ólta'igii (65 Una nizhónigo adeeshliil jinizingo, iizh-

nizingo t'ay6 akót'4ego ázhdooliil.
At A peeon has to Le committed to being educatedrand to maintain his

..,,vessfully; he has to desire greatly this first in order

for it to happen.
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.4 A

A.4

*A

.4 *

.4 A

J6 6ts6 baanitsizdookos, "dii Oltaqgii niZhOnlqo 6deeshl112:, dooshlée'

t'66 bee naashn6616, ts'id6 ni'deeshta'" janiiziihgo 61 nizh'dooltah.
sueceesfu?-4 complete Iry schooling; 1 Ln:ll not allow myself to

l; I (,arry on to complelion", one has to comtit oneself so,

and he vill mr.e2y finish.

Ako 6kwe'6 hanitsekees hazl.e, 61 bi'jialaa dooleel.
Thus, 4laiever oq)ersom decides to do, hievill do.

N5611:I 6k6ne' 61, "ftlzhOnigo naanishig11 ch61i6.esht'eel", jinizingo
baats1n6azdookus iid66 naanishigli nizhonigo ciVcost'e'go, j6 61

hanits6keusigi1 bin66jiidlaa dooleel.
Seeo.rOly, a person should considgn, that, az he gasins a good jab, he

should hink abou: it and reai:20 that he 7.2s apcomplished another

thought of his.

Aku dli 61ta'lgil t'61y6 agh6ago 116 nidoolnish, ndi dzinizingo t'eiyá

nizhdidool66l d66 ha'6doonill.
Thus, this sehooting will really benefit a person, but one has to desire

greatly its benefits, and thus they will become his.

J6 k'aa 61 nihi t'6iy6 nih6 nitsIdeikees nahalin, dll 6n66dI1dlill,
kot'6eyo an66d11d1111 n66sdi h6466shtt dasidoh-

kaig66 61 t'66 nihi 6d6 nitsidaahkeesdoo.
You see, now we are the only ones trying to thinkfor you, "do this
next, this is the way you should do", we tell-you, "thus, as you
00 on :n life, later on you will have to make your own decisions".

N1161 nada'siyolte d66 y6wohji' 61 t'611 nihi 6d6 nitsidaakees

douleel, 61 dada. 61 doo h6iida nihesiigo 1.6n66ni'n66h nihilnii-

daadoo.
When you j'inish the school and then you have to think for yourself;
then you will have no ono waiting on you, lo ten you what to do next".

"36 6adi inda t'66 nihi nihinits6kees sili'igii choiinol'iidoo",

dabidii'ni.

A4 "You see, then wc will have to use your own.developed thought", we

v,uld teach them.

A A

T'aah6 hit'e 61 t'aló áda nitsidzikees Oolyé.
hh n one ia Ally committed to life, it means he
is able th'in:: for himself.

While this connection may not be difficult to understand,

it is important to note that the Navajos here attributed any

reluctance to plan ahead for one's family and livelihood not to

their cultural values, but to the suppression of their speech
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and inquiry in earlier schooling.

The term nahat'a, or planning, carries with it the

connotaton of the power to have an effect on the environment and

assume leadership. Planning for something, in Navajo, terms,

carries with it a far greater liklihood that the thing planned

for will actually happen. This likelihood is based on the

Navajo,assumption that the capacity of thought affects the

environment directly. It therefore follows that, people who are

able to plan properly are more effective as individuals.

This close relationship between thought and effectiveness

also implies that if an individual makes serious mistakes, he or

she wi4l be able to correct them on their owr41 without the

intervention of large numbers of family and friends. Thus, the

quality of self awareness (adaa'akonidzin = for oneself 4. one

takes care) involves an aspect of individual autonomy which

follows an ability to stand forth and speak pn one's own behalf.

Two additional cautions must be emphasized. Ability to

think for oneself distinctly does not imly an individualism in

thought divorced from what one has learned. Thinking for

oneself implies that an individual is knowledgeable of the total

environment (t'aa altsoni yaa'akonizin = just 4. all things 4-

extenSively one is aware = One is aware of.the way things

are); and therefore knows how to deal with that environment

(t'aa altsoni at'e nisin = just 4. all things 4. as they are 4- one

knows what to do = is aware of the way things should be done).

And this environment includes the social.one defined through the
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theories of K'e.

Similarly, while the ability to speak for oneself is often

translated as "outspoken," this does nto mean that individuals

shout at people or must speak aggressively. Here,' "outspoken"

should denote the ability to organize one's discourse, not

mumble, and be able to explain things unialteringly.

4.3.4. D: T'AA ALCH'IHJI BIDZIILGO IINA IIL'I (EXACTLY +
BOTH WAYS + WITH ENDURING STRENGTH + WAY OF LIFE + ONE
LIVES = CAN LIVE VIABLY IN BOTH CULTURES)

In order for an individual to be autonomous (doo

tsestl'aaghaahda) an individual must first have character of

industry (doo bil hoyee'da) and fortitude :ha'olni), as was

explaiped in 4.2.ff. With these prerequiLdtes an individual can

then develop autonomy first through a good understanding of the

structure and ethics of his or her social context (k'e bil

beehosin), as explained in 4.3.1; then, through an ability to

take action (doo yisti'da c.f. 4.3.2.); and then through the

develoiment of clear thinking ability (nitsekes c.f. 4.3.3.).

The quotes and illustrations so far suggest that the

developing individual should receive the support of both school

and family, as he or she grows up. As these conditions are met,

however, it follows that the school has the opportunity to take

a greater part. Such an opportunity arises because

A. The sphere of the individual's social interaction
increases;

B. The tasks therefore expose the individual more and
more to influences outside the family and Reservation.
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It is therefore little surprise that a mark of an

autonomous individual is the ability to negotiate the dominant

culture outside the Reservation successfully. It should be

remembered, however, that for these Navajos here, biculturalism

is built upon a solid basis of Navajo Cul twal values and

skills.

The crucial elements of being able to live in both cultures

are illustrated in the tree diagram below.

C-4

T'di a2ch'ihji bid-
zillgo
Eives in both cul
tures successpaly

.,

c-4a
T'aá alch'ihji
bidziilgo bina-
keli-groundol
in both
cultures

C-4ai
T'66 dineji

nabi'neest44'

d66 bidziil-
go ilita'

Reee ived

Navajo' in-

s true (an

an,-1 learn-

ed well in

cekeol

C-4b
Saad t'6á alch'ih-

ji choyoori.
Is competeni in
both languages
(Ahvaja and alg-

2ish)

C-4aii
T'6a dineji

d66 bilagáa-

naa
yihoorga

Learned both

traditional
Navajo and
Western ways

C=4c
T'aa dineji doo
bilagáanaa binaa-
nish bidzillgo
bil be6hOzin
Is eumpetent in
both Navajo and
Western endeavors

C-4bi
bi bizaad d66

bilag6anaa bizaad

yee yáIti' d66 yee
ak'e'eIchl d66 y6Ita'

Is literate in both

Navajo and English

Being taught well in both cultures (t'aa alch'ihji

bidziilgo binabi' dineestaa = just 4- both cultures 4- with
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steadfastness 1-'has followed the course) conveys the idea that

an individual has

A. mastered an intricate course of Navajo life set out
for him or her (t'aa dineji nabi'dineestaa' doo
bidziilgo iilta' = Just Navajo teachings to be
mastered and with steadfastness I- in school = has
received Navajo instruction and learned well in
school) ; and

B. has proceeded to follow the course through leazning
both cultures (t'aa dineji doo bilagaanaa be'eel'i'
yihool'aa' = just Navajo and Anglo iv extended
way of life they learn it).

The assertion that one must first have a good basis in

Navajo before learning a bicultural approach strongly supports

the Rock Point administration position that the program here is

Navajo education, not a bilingual approach.

In the following quote, the individual stresses the primacy

of the Navajo teaching. He points out that while modern life is

valuable--indeed indispensibleassimilation of such a life

without Navajo tradition will &mount to little success.

AA

I

Dii bilagianaaji t'éiyá bee naneest'go 61 t'iá tsestl'ah
hazt'l', dii dinejl 6.1 bilagianaaji
bq4.1h hazh6'6 naanishigli t'6iv6.
When the children are taught, only Ehglish, they are

handicapped; according to tke Alauajo way, what we call life
does no realty exist in the Anglo vense; only wage work

(exists in the Anglo way 0". lif).

36 dli dine niidliinii bilagáanaa k'ehgo t'6i176

61 ddo nihidziilda.
" Y04 set, ao ao Navajor, ifwe leaTn on7y the Angio's

way o.° ife we wZ.17 'never have ctrength (at' thought and
plwalinj).
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English is good for wage worl' but Navajo is required for a

full lite.

4.3.5. C4B: SAAD T'AA ALCH'IHJI CHOYOOL'I (LANGUAGE 4. JUST 4.
BOTH OF THEM 4. ARE KNOWN = HE/SHE KNOWS HOW TO USE
BOTH LANGUAGES)

Knowledge of both languages is a precondition for

maintaining the solidarity of the kinship system, as well as

living in the Western, one. The following quct1/4: illustrates how

solidarity across generations is better maintained through the

seemingly simple act of interpretation.

J6 ak(X) k'ad la' t'66 iiyiSi da'jiilta' ndi t'66 ni' ndaji-

leen, 66(366 la' t'66 wáan t'éiyá baanzihizhdiikciáh, aad56 da-

haghanziadi 61, keyah4 bini'dii naaznil.
tl-pc aro cow vho haoe gon,-, on to higher education

-;:7 ;121 (,n a,d as a result, vomotimes turn to drink-

,tn,1 their hcmcand unattended.

J6A'ad 6i dii nil6h(466 la' nihimasáni doo da'Silta'da áko bee

bich'1' anidahazt'i'.
You 0(e, now '1,0"PO aro r^me of our granaothers who never went to school;

a?,e nced ose he

Ako dii kwe'6 61ta'igii éi k6t'6ego s6anil daazli'igii bich'i' andhoot'i'igi

álchini bee nahltin.

T;luc "drer. ar . rude awzre of Hose grandparents who are in need of

a! 0J-, 4.?b,1;:)i here.

saad t'zId b66hOzingo i doo 1)6 nanitl'ahgOO

,F6anu yá ata' hodoolaih.

Y, if the ch:1,4ren understand both languages it will not be diffi-

foe t;:z, to Interpret for their elders.

J6 dii t'6A ollacicianaa bizaad téiyi bee nanitingo el dii nihizaad

baadAL'dadooidah 6adó6 dii koji iin6 aldo' ádin doo.

You see, if C.e English language is the only language used fbr instruction,

then our 2. guage would soon he cost and our tradivior.al way of lip tuo

would al.Jo ly? lost.

*A
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-----011 na'nitini(ii ei dine t'66 altso bi
" JC0 ,;rtylp!tion in two languages) is for all Navajos as well.

Ability to interpret between languages or between two

cultures not only provides emotional and familial securityl it

makes good economic sense. First, most Navajos engage in wa'ge

work as well as a number of pastoral subsistene pursuits, and

skills in the latter, such as in traditional arts and crafts,

can be a useful cushion against labor market insecurity. The

following.quote thus illustrates a basic reason why parents

appove of teaching such pursuits in school.

A3.?66 kwc.6 álchled da'Olta'igli ei dii t',66 dIneji

be61'1' ald6' yldahcol'aah, la' atl'cida yidahcol'aah.
An1 then, tha ch:lthan going I0 sohool have are 2earning0 4

%Quajo L2rts e)id,qap:.,*some are learning to weave.

D:1 sha'Lchini 61 y66 h6sindoo nisin, 16 6ko & náasdi

we ('Ik'inadidiadoo aád66 dil na'anishigli 13á ádin ndi

yQehozinqo dco ts6t.l'a hazt'i'da.

Z:ke for my chi:arn lo rusler Pavajo art.:, and crafts; in the

fwure: ',then there is no wage work, ii win heZp them continue

P 'nterrui,tion.

Dii shlu6 61.4t'6, azh doo iilta' d66 dco naalnishda

n41 dil atl'Ohiq.11 bit 1:66h6zingo t'66 bibeesoo hOlOni

hoic!).

tqy mother .7s :ike that: even ,hough che neither wont to4

!xtv work, she knows how to weave,

,, YICVCP out ,o; mowy.

J6 dii k'adqo dii din6 be06'61T dco b66holising66 ei

Lá ts6strazh dcogaálgo t'6á koji din6 bikéyahji

jInZlago.
ilw,mt. time, whon a man or woman (loos

'now ,tn:, ,!raft he or she :s easily prone to hard-
they live on the Reservation (i.e.

zro '0 R.';.croatien econon:c eonditions).

0
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Second, Luwcver, there is hope that pastoralism can be

mo4ernized or improved so as to maintain its viability. Such

skills4include nut only skills with livestock, but also auto

mechanics, welding and carpentry.

-----Jó z atah n:16.hiifh(oghan bee 14

aseqi*, 36 ei bin' el althini t'á alk 34 ch'iayanee

y hoo:CaJh.
4 te ehadve,. cwe Loavrai,..7 to cock trad:(:coml foo(!,4

1,:n that hoga% thzt. vac bw:Zt with our approval.

dliql dt'eego'61chini Ch'iiy66n 61'i t66.

yihoo'Wgo naiisda 1-)6 da'ad4Qgo da yee beeso ildooliil.

..f the 41ildre,:' learn how tc pod in both cul-"

tuver 'n thir Ihey eou:d ?}wow a eoo7: pr wagee

Late:, on :n

'.6(16 7) dii 4-H land n6hod'A't'aah yeedW ald6. atah

bee 14 aseiii', )6 dli niha'61chini naaldloosh

naagh6agl hazho'o yaa 6kodineoziil
And then, when ihe lqnd 192, the 4-H Club was set as7dc,

i-t', was q--,ng those vho appro,.ed it. You see, that wa:_,

pr our ohpdren, so ihA they might vinderstand better

the livestock.

AA

J6 dii dj 4-11 b6h6lckgo 61 dlb6 hazhe'6

yihwiLdoor661 d66 n6Asdi yee ninA6'nitin doo; ei doodago

be'llna'da iidooliil biniye.
you see, ;,,hen there is u 4-11 Club for the ehildreu, they

td obvep, and later oil! teach others

:'; the:i themoclveo &ght take up a way of

're

1ii'6da dine tahthi dib6 t'ely6 yee hin6, 6ko

kod6e 61ch".ni diial 6t'eego na'nitingo.n66sdi Naabeehe

y6.6t'eehgo yee n66s dookah.
cee, ran:, Avva:,_, are 'tlit! prerently liviLg by 117;!ano

a7cnc; thur if there chi:doen are educated thir

-q--N,z0,11-,,./cin,sp,ncralwilliaterbenorit from
4

1

Among other things, then, pastorali6m involves a' life
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independent from welfare and within the capacity of the Navajo

Afamily to plan. This has been a.concern of
.

Navajos throughout

the Reservation (Lamphere, 1980).

While Nav.ajo writing ability was also values' as a skill, it

is not clear, from all with whom we interviewed, as to exactly

how literacy is importany. One parent suggests that literacy

helps facilitate the childrens' unders'tanding of complex

materials and is therefore indicative of ability to master

difficult subjects..

ri kwe'6 t'AA bizaad yee ak'e'alchi 0,66 ólta'go
na.7116ni.

Her, zt this sehoa!, :t is gi that t7:a c;,i2dren ,,tre

Zearninj to rcad ir ir own 1,:ngvage.

amA d66 azhe6 dn.d1inIaII kóc6eyo niha-
thi t'AA darA'ehii da'61th'go, ruhi. bidahwu.-

,11 clan:limn leh.
4

the r,Y';CPS Pehers hop,' 44 rehool, 060 our
A

Pead 77W 7.ial, that we

(!? hay, Leap-exi.

Dli t'66 Adaa1ts'Isid44' dn&ehiI doo
bll rudaniti vt nidelizoh 666 dayUlta'.

ehildre.n, 12.hre 1I:ey arc still small, learn to write
wid road Lhe :;ccUo LInguoje-wilhouf

Ako k'ad la' shideezhi nilahji ólta'go dinok'ehli ay6Ogo

6lta' yeelhOzin binahit' 4'466 din6 At'6eqi bil beehOzin,
Ako shi 61 doo shi bCChózinda.
7171,1,., one- of s'rterr now goes to sehool beee, and reads

rcry ,24' a rerult r he knowr mazy th,:ngs pertaining

41o. noi know. 0

r

4 A

'Another, a Navajo teacher, compares her own experiences

with the children and points out that literacy helps children

undpcItand complex Navajo concepts and therefore English ones.
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-----Aid6o clii t1 dan6k'cthji na'adzon inaa bihoosh'aah,

6ko álch.i.n :. sh6 da'6.1ta'igii el ay6ogo dinak'ehji ak'eda'-

alchl. ,

4A Ands! ,In ,:':,.. tryv:g to learn Nat'ajo ,..Titing; the ildren

n ,T ass:- know h0.2 lc. ?..,rt.te rev:" well.

-----AZId66 dli naahligli dayólth'go ay6ogo t'ii6 dina'ehgo t'66-

doo1e'6 yaadahane' leh. 6itc166 t'66 éi binahji bilagAanaa-_

k'ehyo nlnaishnitin lob. .

A4 4n,1 then the sevad graers know how a talk about vari4us

.
7hinp in llavajo :..cry well, and it beeOmes an aid, as a rule,

!n teachinj Mglich.

4.3.6. C4C: T'AA DINEJI DOO BILAGAANAA BINAANISH BIDZIILGO
BIL BEEHOZIN (NAVAJO + ANGLO + ENDEAVORS + WITH
ENDURING STRENGTB + WITH IT + THEY UNDERSTAND = THEY
MASTER 80TH NAVAJO AND ANGLO ENDEAVORS WELL)

The final important element in the ability to live,viably

in both cultures (t'aa glch'ihji bidziilgo iina ill'i) and thus

0 the development Of an autonomous individual (doo

tsestl'aaghaaya) is the culmination of the Navajo educition

proceds. As discussed in the previous sections, it is the

integrated development of basic values orientations, self-image,

social interaction, competence, skills in thought and planning,

0 and development of bicultural competence by assimilation into

the Navajo ways.

4.4. .THE CONFIRMATION OF THE SOUNDNESS OF TEACHINGS

The soundness of these teachings are tonfi,rmed not onl'f

through the-success of one's life,' but also through" the

recapitulation of one's life' in future generations.
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44

"1itd66 t'66 dii bLk'ehao éi dI.I na'itichlni bee bich'i'

yanilti'doo, Aádix; yiyiists'Wgo nelidliláago n&isdi
t'aa akot'6ego bil naahoolzhishdco", shi'doo'niid.
rugs instructed ,'to the S644wing effect "and then

jurt "ac you have been baught) y(;z4 will teach your

,chiOren, and as they hear an vcceiva (these leachnjs)

they carry on their ii1:Loo,1 acordingly".

kod('-6 n6t'Wgo nizhna'ago nilói hastai
.1.ráZt

:hus, things ,z.re :twt as tlrey VOW when me

10 :ck 2t hi. elder' y

Aad66 t'66 baanitsidzikeesgo ha'at'illfi t'6A bah6dzoo

hastói nitsIdaakees 16 dzinizin leh.
44 And then one ,:-ften wers ,;:ust he.: accurate ant.? WiJO

elderZy about the future.

J6 nileidW hast6IA!-Q yLdaalti'go 6daanii leh, "niléi

11113th kOt.6edoo4 6adi hasiniyAago k6C6edoo", áko t'66

aanii baajiigh6611go t'66 akódaane'.

'.7Y(Y1 thc c7derzy men of the part ucc,-1 to say "in your

future tkin,w ;.appwn at a c.?rtain point in your lip",

sure enough, at that pob:t in ones life these things do

;:appen.

A

-----Ako dii na'nhtiniegij oi doo t'66 at'6eda t'áit aanil

ótó. -
44 Thus, t&s teach:ng is not uscii,cs, it is the truth.

Ako dii shi s64066 a k'ad kOnilahdi hoolzhishdi
sha'álchlni bee nahonishtin.

1 teach my chUdren now in this way.

-----ALd65 dii na'nitinigii bik'ehgo nihinaanish

6deiilya iko t6 baanitsahakeesgo t'66 aanii nahalin.
A4 r.ade'c;.uv accordqg to these toaohings, thus

thin;.s al,out.thqm they are indeed true.

4.5. WHAT IS A TRADITIONAL NAVAJO?

Thedughout the Reservation and in recent literature the

qugstion arise..3 4s tojugt yhat constitutes a "traditional"

E
Navajo. The question has p6rplexed a number of writers and
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others on the Reservation because of the large number of Navajo

eople who considr themselves traditional--despite the distinct

posibility that they have converted to Christianity, are

bilingual, live in modern housing, and maintain a wage-paying

job as their primary source of income. The information in

subsection 4.1. 4.4. above suggests that "traditional" means

A. Having grown up (or still in the process of growing
up) raising livestock--and particularly sheep--for
significant portion of one's living.

B. Being able to speak Navajo fluently--most likely as a
first language--not only among close friends and,
relatives, but in public gatherings as well. .

C. Practing K'e, through being willing and able to etend
the generosity, warmth, respect and support required
in reciprocal relationships within one's family and
Clan, as well as being confident of expecting help in
return.

D. Being willing to take part in everyday Navajo life and
material culture.

All these and much more are subsumed in the Navajo concept

of K'e. It is therefore possible that Navajos who consider

themselves in allegiance with the practice of the Traditional

re1igion'but have grown up in an urban setting all of their

lives may not be considered as "traditional" as are Christians

or Native American Church practitioners who have grown up on

their ancestral lands. This position has been expressed

especially in areas which have faced (or are about to ace)

massive economic development. Thus, while we did.not e aCtually

see this expression in Rock Point, because of the short time in

hieh the resealch was done, the possibility of its occurrence

warrants further investigation.
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In turn, the practice of comparing who is more traditional

has been reported as a sensitive issue in younger bilingual

Navajos, in contrast to older monolingual Navajos, who are seen

by their descendantS as more secure in their traditional

identity. There thus appears to be a core of traditionalism,

and this core appears centered around the concepts of K(e.

Thus, Navajos presently living in modern housing, owning little

or no livestock, possibly practicing Christianity, and sending

their children to school, still aspire to the label

"traditional" at the same time that they themselves are acutely

aware of differences between themselves and their elders.



SECTION 5

THE INSTITuTIONAL ROLE LE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY

)
"e'---.

This formulation of educational ph11osophy by N/Ivajo statf

and parents should nOt be construed to mean that Navajos all had

a caretully-articulated educational philosophy 6) which the

school needed only to respond. Instead, the program of Rock

Point School and parental expectations of the program evolved

tegether through the years.

The Rock Point School Board decided to become a Contract

School so that children could be taught closer to their homes,

the children would not be alienated from parents by being sent

to far-off dormitory schools, and local people could participate

in the program in new and different ways. Through the years a

number of questions pertaining to political and educational

policy had to be resolved caretully by the School Board. The

administratiom thus found itself in the role, of mediator on a

numbet of occasions, and adapted to the role through the re-

adaptation of a number of traditional Navajo political and,

social relationships.

To understand how this system may have evolved, we will,

A. provide an overview of the Rock Point program as
described by Holm et al,. 1981 and as in Roessel
(1979); then

B. describe some of the feotures of the program
considered outstanding by statf and parents, and



C. describing the overall impacts of these features from
the view of the parents.

5.1. OVERVIEW OF THE ROCK POINT PROGRAMS

In presenting their program, the Rock Point School system

provides the visitor with a description of bilingual education

in general, the kinds of staff, the overall organizations of the

elementary, primary and secondary classes, and a number of

specialty classes which have been instituted. We will quote

from these verbatim.

5.1.1. BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Different IA1ingual programs may have one or more
components: bilingual education (teaching "out loud" in
Navajo and English), biliteral education (teaching reading
and writing in Navajo and English) , bicultural education
(teaching Navajo and Anglo culture) , and bicognitive education
(teaching thinking in Navajo and English) . Rock Point tries to do
all four, with perhaps heavier emphases on the biliteracy and bi-
cognitive components than is common elsewhere.

The Rock Point program is a co-ordinate bilingual
program: and effort is made to keep the use of Navajo and
English separate (but parallel or complementary).

The Rock Point program is a maintenance program:
Navajo Literacy (reading and writing) and Navajo culture
are taught in all grades (Kdg. 12).

See 5.2.3. for more description on intcrview and

observations about the Bilingual Education operation.

5.1.2. STAFF

Rock Point has NLT's (Navajo Language Teachers who teach in
Navajo), ELT's (English Language Teachers who teach in
English), and PRT's (programmed Reading Tutors who tutor
students individually in English reading.) There are no
"aides".

Some of the teachers do not have degrees. All who do not
are working toward degrees. College courses are taught at
Rock Point by NAU [Northern Arizona University], NCC
[Navajo Community College], and by local instructors: many



teachers and tutors go to NAU in the summer. So far 31.
teachers have obtained degrees while employed here; 35
people have done their student teaching here.

5.1.3. KINDERGARTEN

There are two kindergarten groupi: one in the morning and
one in the afternoon. Both are here for lunch at noon.

There are two NLT's and one ELT in kindergarten; they work
as a team. One NLT concentrates on Navajo reading-
readiness, SRA [?] and (Navajo) social studies. The other
NLT concentrates on Math and.Science in Navajo. Both NLTs
use NAMDC [Native American Materials Development Center, in
Albuquerque, see 2.4.ff] Navajo curriculum as supplementary
materials. ELTs concentrate on ESL [English as a Second
Language] and Arithmetic-in-English. (The NLT teachers
teach arithmetic concepts; the ELT teaches the related
language of arithmetic in English). The childten have art,
and music and story telling in both languages.

5.1.4. PRIMARY

In the six 1st and 2nd grade classrooms, there are two
teachers: an NLT and an ELT. They are a team; there are
no "aides" and no "boss teachers". They let each other
know what they're doing, but. each plans and teaches
separately. One teaches in Navajo at one end of the room,
the othpr teaches in English at the other end of the room.
The students go to one or the other or work on independent
work in the middle.

The NLT teaches Navajo Literacy, arithmetic in Navajo,
Navajo Social Studies, Science in Navajo, and the SRA
"thinking" materials. The ELT teaches ESL and arithmetic
in English.

Only when students are felt,to be reading well in Navajo
are they introduced to reading-in-English. This is usually
at second grade. From thenion they read in both languages.
(I.e., at Rock Point reading-in-Navajo is not just used to
teach reading-in-English.) The children have some art and music
in-,oth languages.

5.1.5. ELEMENTARY

In the seven 3rd - 6th grade classroom, there is
one teacher, an ELT. The classroom teacher teaches ESL,
reading-in-English that emphasizes comprehension, and
arithmetic. The students go out in half-class groups to
specialty classes....The classroom teacher works with the
half-class groups that remain. The whole class is in the
room for only parts of the day.



5.1.6. SPECIALTY CLASSES

For the elementary school level there are six specialty

classes. The first is elementary reading, and the others are

discussed as they follow.

Elementary reading. All students grades 2 6 go to the
library every day for ogrammed reading. There they work
with English reading maLerials that emphasize word attack
skills and simple comprehension. Students read aloud to a
tutor for ten minutes, read to themselves for ten minutes, do
independent work for ten minutes, and have ten minutes for
other activities in the library.

Navajo literacy. All students grades 3 6 go to Navajo
Literacy every day. Emphasis is on more advanced reading and
on language experience activities in Navajo.

Navajo Social Studies. Students in grades 3 - 6 go to
Navajo Social Studies every school-day for half a year and to
Sciencsl-in-Navajo the other half of the year.- [These
classes are taught in two separate classroops].

The units taught come from local curriculum still being
developed.

Science-in-Navajo. Students in grades 3 - 6 go to Science
in Navajo every school-day for half a year. This involves
teaching steps toward scientific thinking by a "process-
approach"; students are expected to do things and they try to
talk through (in Navajo) what they think they have seen or
done.

The kindergarten and the primary level students receive
science instruction in Navajo by the NLT's.

Navajo-as-a-Second-Language. A small number of students
(Anglos and Navajos for whom Navajo is not their stronger
language) attend small-group classes [in] NSL. [This too is
taught in a separate classroom].

Individualized Instruction. This is mainly for extra help
for students that are new, or low in one or two academic
subject area[s], or who have not passed a given criterion-
referenced test their classmates have. The.child leavr- the
classroom to go work with the Itinerant Teacher [teacher who
goes from class to class to provide individualized attt tion]
for 20 to 30 minutes a day, until the child is
caught ...up.... We have found this to work better than isolating
students that are slow in one room and labelling them.
There is one Itinerant for English Language instruction
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from Kdg. to 6th. There is also one Itinerant for Navajo
Language instruction Kdg. to 6th.

Clanship instruction [See 5.2.1. below]. Seven parents
work as Clanship Instructors in the classroom at the
beginning of the school year for four weeks. After New Year
they will come in again for four weeks of review. The
purpose of the CI parents,is to work with ELT and PRT tutor
on classroom language, behavior, and to teach kinship to
students in upper literacy classroom.

5.1.7. SECONDARY PROGRAM

The Secondary program has been expanding at the
rate of one grade per year since 1976. This year, we have
approximately 131 students in grades 7 - 12. This spring
Rock Point will be having their first 12th grade
graduation.

Since 1976, we have gradually converted the old
dormitory into classroom spaces, a science lab, an art lab
a solar greenhouse, Home Ec., and a solar auto mechanics
building. Much of this work has been done with the help of
students and staff.

Our curriculum includes some of the basic five,
such as English, Math, Social Studies and Science, but one
goal at each level is to teach skills which our students
will be able to use. Mastery of objectives is stressed.
We also include in our curriculum Science-in-Navajo for 7th
and 8th, Language arts for 9th to 12th in Navajo, typing,
art, auto mechanics, woodworking, welding and home
economics. There are also several elective courses offered
on a rotation basis. These include photography, annual,
silk screening, pottery, greenhouse, weightlifting,
advanced sewing, choir, ekectronics, newspaper, advanced
math, knitting and several others.

In addition, throughout the year special
activities take place which enhance our curriculum as well
as develop understanding and a good working relationship
between teachers and students. These include camping
trips, swimming lesons at Navajo, New Mexicol'skiing trips
to Durango, Colorado, visits to off-Reservation towns by
each grade in order to practice language and math skills as
well as to explore post secondary educational
opportunities, dances and a host of other activities.

5.2. OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAMS

In this section we highlight some of the features described

in 5.1.ff which parents and staff came to consider important as
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they observed the progress of the school. In a way, we can see

them also,as the major impacts which the school has had on the

community's thinking.

To theae people the following program innovations and

impacts were considered the most significant:

A. the teaching of Navajo clan organization, or clanship,
in the classroom;

B. the less formal teachings which were derived from the
clanship teaching;

C. the delivery of a Navajo-language and bilingual
instruction;

D. the encouragement of parental participation through
conferences which also include the students as well as
teacher and parent.

5.2.1. NAVAJO CLANSHIP

The significant part of the Navajo curriculum at Rock Point

revolves around the concept of K'e, and strong emphasis is

focused on children learning their clan relationships.

Instruction begins in Kindergarten with five year olds.and

contiriües throughout the primary and elementary grades. In the

Kindergarten classroom children are told that they each belong

to their mother's clan (i.e. born from) and are born for their

father's (refer back to 4.3.1, for example). Kindergarten

children are also told the names of the chapter officers, their

clan membership and how they are related to members of the

Kindergarten class.

In examples observed in the classroom, children would be

informed about their re1ationsh4s with certain individualc in
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the community. For example, in one instance, a child was told

"nizhe'e yazhi iit'eela (he is your father)," or "nihei dats'ii

at'e (He is your grandfather on your mother's side)."

In addition to teaching of formal relationships, children

were also instructed in the more interpersonal aspects of

relationships. Examples included priviledges, formal and

informal posturing and joking relationships. Also observed were

instructions in informal Navajo behavior. In one case, in which

a student was staring at the observer, the teacher said "Kooji

dats'ido'o'iila' ayoo dazhneeliida (look back over here; when

one has a visitor one does not stare at them)".

This form of instruction continues throughout the

elementary grades.

One younger Navajo (i.e. in late 20's) teacher reported

that the normal rate of mastery of the clanship and its system

of introduction has been accelerated by the School's approach to

teach/hg it.

I think that what is really interesting to me was the
clanship...that it worked out. I was a little surprised
how the cfildren at that age, children of seven or eight,
nine, ten...they learn the four clans and the groups of the
clans, which is a little--I would say--too much for me when
I was that age to learn, and they would learn all that in
six weeks.

He [speaker's son] knows which group he belongs to...what
his mother clan is, what his father clan group is and he
can [introduce not only himself] but somebody else. An8 .

then he can figure out what four clan group that person is,
and he can figure out how they are related to him this
way...either my grandfather or my mother, my aunt--
whatever--my sister, my brother--he can do that. I myself
had about ten years learning that.
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From the teacher's viewpoint, this approach appears to

differ from that used in the normal family settings because of

the additional introduction of Navajo literacy and the use of

classroom aids such as what one or two teachers referred to as

flash cards.

They recite things and they have flash card--you know--like
the flash cards that have letters on them. They can
recognize and just do it orally, and then when they get to
the third grade, they start writing, putting them together,
and making words out of the sounds and letters that they
have learned in the first and second grade.

5.2.2. THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM ENSUING FROM THE CLANSHIP

5.2.2.1. EXTENSION OF SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS TO THE OUTSIDE WORLD

The teachers provided further detail on the instruction in

interpersonal relationships which was observed in the classroom.

They pointed out that in addition to instructing simply on

proper social relationships, they could also compare theseif
social relationships to what the student would experience in the

non-Navajo world. In the following example, a clanship

instructor describes how she orients her students to the

pitfalls which a Navajo may encounter off-Reservation.

Ako doo bijiighallg66 61 hamait' veil/6 anihwiit'6611, E1ác*4'da beeso
jiniihgo kod66 b6esoo hachq' il'ithgo áLdW nijidaah.

if one cannot make it among thc white people, one has a mother

to ask for kelp co he can return to the Reservation.
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doo blifighahg66 61 ak6t'4ih, t'aa'aanii id134ajl' nitsIdzIkeds
juleehgo 61 bevsoo Via baseedi hasht'e' na.7.hdit'aahgo iada chojool'iih.

r4
Thus, if a person is unaNe to make a living among the Whitey, this is
Aat hqppens; if a person thinks ahead for himself he will save somy
money for the aafficult time later-in Life there (in the White man's
Iortd).

Ako t'aadoo hooyani doo nanilni.shdadoo ho'di'niih, ako aid66 61 Mad'
n5.z:hwiidco11661 d66 ha'at'il 61 bik'e aniazhdcolnah, j6 akOdaat'66966

baanitsidzikoosgo yi'dt'66h.
'4 Thus, sometimes a person can suddenly be laid off from work; thus, after

that OWe ccm a person :rtay for the nights and what can he pay fOr his
meals? Th,:se are some of the things a person must consider.

Dii doo hol b46hOzing66 61 áadi adzaaji' dn'ijighiah, ako t'aadoo
ya'ashchp;Qda AkOjiit'iihgo.

.Cf a person is ignorant of this know:edge, he can end up with nothing;
thus it is not good .for that person.

Biniinaadd 6dzaag66 nikihdlighaah d66 hOnaisd66 t'aadoole'6d-
jini'iihgo baa niOldiid6ah aadi awaalyahda
As a vestal of the lack of knowlcdge, a person can end up wandering herc
,:nd there, stealing can become a habit and as a result he will end up
in jail.

i A

A066 h6n6asd66 t'66da biniinaa azhniic1lh, ako aadi t'66 la'aly6iiji'
t'66 adzaag66 niklzhdiighaah.

And sometimes, as a result, one can later start drinking heavily; thus
us a reyult, he might group himself with difIll,rent people and end up
mandering.

Ako dligi adaat'6606 ndi baa'akoiinizingo 61 ha yi'it'6611 doo, bidish-
niigo bil hashne'.
hus, these are some of the important kinds of knowledge a person must
gain for his benefit in lip, I would tell them.

Essentially, she explains that

A. Warm, familial reciprocity is difficult to maintain
off-Reseryation

B. SeeminglY selfish personal budget management is
therefore necessary'for survival.

C. If such planning is not followed, one's life will
dissolve into a series of unstable, transient
frienships accompanied by bouts of drinking.

We must remember that the explanations are advice about the

outside world, not the values themselves. Such advice,

o
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incidentally, is similar to that given by parnts.

The values and orientations, which follow from knowledge of

clans, are legitimized as important things to know in school.

The student., is, in effect, told that while the school system

must prepare the student for modern life, teachings of parents

are to be taken seriously because they constitute viable

knowledge.

5.2.2.2. IMPLEMENTATION OF CLANSHIP IN CLASSROOM STYLE

It is very difficult to determine how much the teachings of

K'e and the philosophy of education in Section 4 were

implemented into the instructional style. Had we been able to

do so, we would have been able to put together a "how-to-be-a-

good-teacher-at-Rock-Point" recipe for teachers in Rock Point

School, and such a definitive work is still well beyond our

grasp. Nevertheless, classroom observations will serve to

illustrate how children acted in the classrooms, and how these

could relate to some of the philosophical elements discussed in
i

Section 4.

Doo hadi sPaada (not sensitive to criticism or mistakes)

was illustrated in the way that children took their mistakes as a

matter of course. They corrected each other's work, either

verbally, or by marking papers for each other. Teachers also

verbalized recognition of their own mistakes, making remarks such

as Chizh. Ha'at'iila dishni? (Cripes. What did I say?)?"

While they were seldom reprimanded harshly for making

I u
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mistakes, this is not to say that teachers ignored errors. In

one classroom the children were all reading their stories orally

when the teacher suddenly commented "I heard the work 'choke';

it should be chalk."

Teachers were observed to ask the children if they

understand the tasks to be accomplished. If the children

indicated that they did not understand, they would ask the

teacher questions such as "Da' kot'eego adini (Is what you

mean)?" When children indicated that they understood a task,

they would make comments such as "Aoo' t'aa biigha (Yes that is

indeed possible)."

When illustrating e.se child's ability to sit still and

concentrate on what is being taught, the classroom configuration

itself should be described. With the exception of the

secondary-level classrooms, small groups of children would sit

near the teacher in semicircular fashion at one end of the room-

-close to a chalkboard--for as long as 20 minutes or more.

During this time the teachers appeared to control the pacing of

instruction and discussion. The woran teachers would sit near

the chalkboard, while the men would stand before it. The

teachers would interrupt discussions or other presentations to

have small-group interactions,with individual students. At the

same time there would be whispering among the students.

When asked about whether or not they knew the students were

paying attention, teachers maintained that they could tell, by

the staring, squirming and laughing, whether or not the students
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were talking about the subject matter, or up to some sort of

mischief. At the same time, students were free to make

suggestions about some of tbe ways in which classroom

instruction was to be conducted, For example, students would

suggest to the teacher "...let's stand on the stage because some

of us talk soft".

5.2.3. NAVAJO EDUCATION: NON-PARALLEL TEACHING IN TWO
LANGUAGES

The Rock Point Board and administration ned "Navajo

education" to refer to their instructional approach. Parallel

subject matter is not taught once in English and again in

Navajo. While high transferability between the subjects is the

hope of the program personnel, redundancy is not. It is thus a

maintenance program, i.e. it delivers instruction in two

languages through a parallel approach. Rosier and Holm (1980)

provide still more detail on what is meant by a maintenance ,

program. They point out that the School Board itself has decided

that rather than being an adjunct program to regular instruction,
i

that bilingual education constitutes the entire program (Rosier

and Holm, 1979).

The program could be characterized as a maintenance
program with a progressive shift towards English. In the

'Kindergarten, about 70 percent of the instruction is in
Navajo; in the primary classrooms (beginner through grade
two), about 50 percent is in Navajo; in the elementary
grades (three through six), about 20 percent is in Navajo;
about 15 percent in the Junior high, and perhaps 5 - 10
percent of the instruction is in Navajo at the high school
level.

The school has attempted to develop an integrate&
education and student care program with multiple funding
sources. The School Board has, in proposals, stated that
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their goal is the continued development of quality Navajo
education through increased community mamagement and control.
Bilingual education is not a component of, or an adjunct
to, the education program; bilingual education is the
education program. The Board has tended to structure the
school toward this end--activities which are not felt to
contribute directly to a bilingual curriculum have been
modified or eliminated.

Instructional strategies observed in the classroom included

small-group instruction, individual seatwork, and half-classroom

groups. Grades 3 6 go to other rooms to receive special

instruction daily in Programmed Reading, Navajo Literacy, Navajo

Social Studies, and Science-in-Navajo. Navajo Social studies

and Science-in-Navajo are taught one semester each. Hea,lth is

taught once a week. Initial literacy is achieved in Navajo,

with children adding English literacy during the second grade.

(See 5.1.6. for more information).

According to a teacher in a class in which English was

added to Navajo (i.e. second graders), the children can be

expected to know already how to read upon entrance to the

classroom, as they have been reading in Navajo for up to two
i

years. In the classroom the teachers were observed to make the

achievement levels clear to the students through comments such

as "You missed two items and you say you are ready for the

test?...Look here; you said two cup of coffees; it's coffee."

For mathematics, the following quote makes it appear that

parallelism goes on, and it does, to some extent. Math concepts

are taught in Navajo. English is taght in English-as-a-Second-

Language form, i.e. is used for teaching certain mathematical

manipulations. When those parts taught normally in Navajo have
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to be taught in English, the rate of student progress through

the curriculum slows down, as a Navajo teacher explains below.

For mathematics, the procedure is similar, with the
parallel lessons taught in both Navajo and English. The
other teacher [i.e. English-speaking teacher] teaches in
the other side, the English part, and we do work close
together with them--especially with the math part....We do
the math part the same thing that they do. In the Navajo
part we are...about two or three lessons ahead of the
English teachers.

[Being ahead of the English-language teachers in math]...is
because the student need to truly understand the concepts
of addition and subtraction--how it works--before they can
be taught the English lesson.

5.1.4. PLANNED CURRICULUM

The program offers fewer choices in the content of this

NavajoTEnglish instruction than might be found in other schools,

although the nature of this content appears similar to that

offered elsewhere.

The Rock Point administration and Board base their decision

tc take this course on the need to make priorities.

The Rock Point program puts very heavy emphasis on
academic skills: thinking, reading and writing (in both
languages), on arithmetic (in both languges); on English-
as-a-Second Language; and on some Navajo social studies and
Science (in Navajo). Other commen elementary school activities
are either shifted to the dormitory, cut back, or cut out.

In effect, Rock Point says "since we can not do all these
things in the time we have, we should do those things we
think are most important and do hhem well." Rock Point
thinks that success in academic skills is most important.
That students who are expected to succeed, and are able to
succeed, will succeed. And that students who do succeed most
of the time will come to see themselves as capable students.
Other schools and other communities may have other priorities. Fol
this same reason al-1 attS and-crafts are taught after
school hours or for electives in the secondary program.
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This seemingly austere description need not be taken out of

character with the philosophy of education discussed in sectkon

4, however. This is not simply a "back-to-the-basics" program

in Navgjo. As one Navajo teacher explains below, there are

important differences between this program and other Reservation

schools. First, the material is presented systematically in

Navajo, and second, that the objectives of these curricula are

made explicit and are followed by the teacher.

As far as the lesson went, to some extent...the subjects
that we teach here, there wasn't a difference, really (i.e.
between Rock Point and the other schools). Only that the
teaching was done in Navajo. I used to work at a school
where we did all this teaching, and all this subjects too,
but we didn't have objectives. We didn't have to worry
about objectives. But here at this school, we have to, for
each subject that we teach we start--from [grade] one all
the way up to four--and when we feel that the students are
ready then we call the evaluator--I guess we call it
evaluator. He does the testing on the students. (So, for
example) the students...have to maybe do a 90% average and
if they go below that, then we have to go back and teach
the whole thing again.

Students are expected to progress through a sequence of

specific objectives. Promotion of students is not automatic. .

l'

In addition to teaching Navajo, the presence of objectives

differentiates this school from the BIA and public schools,

according to a number of teachers.

5.3. PARENT-TEACHER-STUDENT CONFERENCES

These conferences are held twice a year. They are

occasions at which one or both parents, the student, teachers

arid interpreter (wherever necessary) are'brought pgether to

review the student's progress. In addition, at least some of

the staff maintained that a definite function of ple conferences



was, in addition to informing the parents of the student's

academic and behavioral progress, further implementing the goal

of having the student be more articulate and thoughtful of his

or her.purpose in school. As such, they are seen as

complementary to the clanship and bilingual curriculum, as the

quote below illustrates.

AA

A A

A A

Wad ei d15 Alchlnivázhi Ja6 háishii nizanigii
hadahadzaih azh'4 t'aadoo ndl.

Now, these ILLVIe children are free to express them (i.e.
concepts and term) whatever they petwithout

being prompted t6 d6 so.

JO dii kwe'é dine ba'alchlni yihooraahigii biI
lishjani ádaale' biniy6 yil éilah nidaadlech ako ak6q;

ak6daat'eogo
11 i4 sec, at thio school, the parents have conferences with
Ole teachers about their progress in school. 'Thus, trough-
out the conferences I obverse the ohilJron to be able to
be free to express themselves.

36 dil dine ba'AIdhini yaa'alah niaaad1odhg66 65.
álchIni dii yihool'aah d66 kOt'eogo ei doo Onizinda
doo ha'nii90 yil dahano'.

You see, when the parents and leachers have a conference,
they are made aware of what their children are learning,

and discussions are conducted on how the children can be
mere outspoken.

J6 t'ah da'iiniita' y40144' el t'aadoolo'é bina'ididiil-

kily4a, el doodago hadiidzihy4Q, t'66 baa Odaniizin nit'44'.
YOU see, when we_ were going to school, we Used 142 be *00 Shy

to ask coy sort of.questions, or to speak up.

By intending to provide the students the opportunity to

speak for themselves, some teachers have observed that they have

had'to.adapt to the students' presence by structuring their

conduct in conference differently from what they may have been

accustomed to elsewhere. The first adaptation is to proceed
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with a detailed explanation of how the child is evaluated in

school, as is illustrated by this Navajo teacher.

The parents come in for their conferences; they are told
hqw their child is progressing in class and what they have
learned so far since theJbeginning of the school
year....They [i,e. the interpreter and/or teacher] review
the first conference and they go on to tell them how much
progress the child made. Maybe one conference will be in
the Fall and then another one in the Spring time.

Then, the parents are given an overall background of their

child's progress--the good points as well as the bad.

We tell them...if they are having behavior problems...we
give them a specific behavior. [We tell them] this is what
your child has problem in. Then, [we tell them] this is
how slow he is going in certain subjects, and this is how
fast"he is going in certain subject. [We tell the parents
that] some of them will be fast in math, and they are way
ahead of their group, but real slow in reading--or
something like that. And we account [to] them specifically
what their child is doing.

For their part, the teachers consider this three-way

conference helpful in enlisting the parents' help in settling

teacher-student disputes in class and in generally improving the

students's deportMent. One monolingual English-speaking teacher

illustrates how, through an interpreter, the conference is

operated so as to maximize the opportunity for student and

parental involvement.

About half the time I need an interpreter....I have enough
psychology around, [though]. I know how, to handle people
enough to know when to say the bad things [i.e.] the things
I want help with. I tell them all the good things first
[and] I have gotten very good responses from the parents.

The speaker then illustrated with an example of parental

involvement in solving a classroom discipline problem.
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I have a little stinker this year. She and I have fought.
We fight one week and we get along one week. This is the
way it is. So, I tell her mother...how delighted I am we
have been getting along for a month now--until last week--
so her mother wanted to know what was going on. So, I said
she won't Work; [that] if she gets angry she won't work--
aud she can get angry for about everything--and she
stiffens up--[that] she can be the toughest little girl you
ever saw. And the mother says "Mmmmmm."--she speaks
English--She says: I don't know, why don't you try this:
if she does not want to do it during the school time, let
her stay after school and do it." and she [i.e. the
student] is a boarde. [i.e. lives at the dormitory, so] I
can do that. It workd and she and I are getting along now.
Our conference was [a month ago] and we have gotten along
beautifully since then. I tell her, as soon as she starts
puffing up with something, "you want to w'ork on a puzzle?
We can do it after school." She says "Oh no," she is
willing to do it now. So, anyhow, the conferences with the
students make sense.

In addition to the conferences, the Rock Point School

administration follows a policy of leaving the classrooms open
:

to visits by parents. In the halls are benches where the

parents can sit. The intent of this policy is clear, as the

following speaker describes.

Since it is a community school, everybody comes to the
school and gets together. It's their school, so the
community is invited to come to the school any time they
vtrit to. You know, my daughter goes to public school in [a

Reservation administrative town to the south 'Of Rock
Point], and I have never been to the school....I have never
been invited to the school. But here, parents come every
Wednesday throughout the year; they have parentteacher
conferences, where the parent,comes to the school and talks
to the teacher, and [visits] both the Navajo language and
English language teacher, and even the programmed Reading
Department, to see how their children are doing in school,
which is good. They know what their kids are
doing...where[as] I don't know how my daughter is doing
down there [at the other, public, school] and I have never
been invited. I don't even know if they have a PTA down
there because we are not really involved in the school, to
know what our kids are doing down there. But here, they
know what their kids are doing.

Parents in other communities have reported feeling
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intimidated and discouraged by the frequently long distances

both they and their children must travel to reach the school.

Once they do manage to obtain transportation for a visit, they

report.dismay at being greeted wlth barbed wire-topped chain

link fences and signs which say "all visitors must register at

the front office" (Platero et al, 1977): We do not know whether

or not a failure to be invited may also involve:the possibility

that the parent may Tside outside the school district, oe

routine difficulties in informing parents, such as students

misplacing notices or,parents not checking mail boxes.

Nevetheless, the parents themselves often perceive an enhanced

access.

At Rock Point, while the aabinistration laments somewhat

that parents usually only "poke their heads in at the door," and

use the hallway benches more often than classroom chairs, the

availability of chairs in the classroom, and benches in the

hall, set aside expressly for parents to sit on when visiting,

is coritidered,by Rock Point Navajos with whom we interviewed Ito
#

be a diTtinct improvement over other schools.

5.4. THE LESS VISIBLE SIDE OF COMMUNITY CONTROL: PLANNED*
CURRICULUM

Rock Point has an actiye policy in which non-degreed NAVajo

teachers from the community are encouraged to take a combination

of on-site instruction and on-campus courses at Northern Arizona

University (NAU). Through this program, sponsored by the Navajo

Tribe, local Navajos may obtain certification (see 5.1.2.).

Many are doing so, and an increasing number of Navajo teachers
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are from the community. This policy has been one of the markers

of an exemplary program (see Section 2.4.ff).

While the value of having Navajo-spRaking teachers for

effecting student comprehension and community involvement are

obvious, another function is to reduce the adverse effects of

rapid statf turnover. Staff turnover has plagued schools

throughout the Reservation for years, and has affected adversely

the continuity of curriculum from grade to grade, the

accountability and morale of teachers, and the capability of

institutions to grow and develop. The training of Navajo

teachers, while no doubt the best lOn6-term solution, is not

effective in the short run because Ihete are still too few of

them. As a result, Rock Point has stumbled upon an interim

solution: a curriculum which is planned so strictly,that

teachers may be replaced at any "time, with only minimal effect on

the operation of the classroom.

This planned curriculum was not intended to make the

teachers dispensible, replaceable, or anonymous, but it has come

to function at least to make the sudden departure of short term

teachers less chaotic.

It is thus one form of adaptation, through a rigidly-

planned curriculum program, to the problems of statf turnover

and the demoralizing chaos which often ensues. It also

functions, of course, to make programs easily evaluable.

In the planned curriculum around which the objectives are
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centered, all teachers are required to meet similar, or

comparaable objectives. This serves to combat a fall in teacher

morale'by allowing teachers to appreciate the fruits of their

labor. Oneteacher illustrates by an example of comparison with

a public school north of Rock Point.

[The new teachers] took a job--but then who wants to live
in [name of the Navajo community]? They keep this [job in
this Navajo community] for two years and maybe there may be
an opening [elsewhere in the state, further away from the
Reservation] and they can get there, There was no
organized program. There was no structure. I would work
so hard for a year, and see the children go to the next
room and cut out paper dolls--we would say--for a year. ,
And it got to where I couldn't take it any more. I mean,
why kill youreif ...hen it is not going to do any good at
all? What attre.ctedme here was the structure in the
program. I knew that I could do a good job. I think I am
a good teacher, and I know that if somebody else next year

going to take off from where I left off--that's why I
[am more satisfied here at Rock Point].

While this structure helped combat teaCher turnover, in some

cases, it met with objections from both Navajo and Anglo staff

for being too restrictive. Someimaintained that it failed to

offer teachers the opportunity to make innovations in their

classds, and to offer students avenues for creative activity in

drama, poetry, art and music.

The curriculum here is esentially...just a series of text
books, so the,curriculum is dominated by the materials,
and their goal is to make them teacher-proof, in a
sense....You [i.e. the new teacher] come in and the
materials are already preselected for you. There is no
choice of three reading series that you can use; there is
just one. And you go to the store room and there...are
other materials that you can use to supplement--but the
text that you use is already predetermined for all of the
inservice. Then, there are preselected materials related
to teaching reading...via those texts that have been
determined for your grade level.



So, you merely are brought into line with that. Sometimes
[this] is really boring.

The math is the same thing; it's a series that you use--
it's two different math series, but one butts against the
oOer, so they are not taught parallel to each other. One
series is finished; then you start the next one. And the
ESL is the same, at least in the elementary school. [At]
the high school it isn't true. They are still searching
for a direction in there, in the ESL curriculum.

The structuring which the speaker points out for the elmentary

school does indeed seem not to function the same way at the

junior high and high schools because the latter are still

developing. That is, they are still adding on grades,

recruiting new staff, and dPvelcping curricula.

5.5. OVERALL IMPACTS OF THE ROCK POINT SCHOOL

The progress of the Rock Point School Program must be seen

against the backdrop of the widely-acknowledgd deplorable

condition of Navajo education in general, and bilingual

education in particular. Thus, many parents know little or no

English because they themselves may have had no education beyond

the tHlrd grade level. So, they may know little of what goes on

in the classroom. Nevertheless, they do see striking

differences between the schooling they received as children and

that of their own children, at Rock Point.

/1d0' éi k'ad: (Those who went to school then
are now)

-----T'66 yádanizin nahalin.
44 Just bashful they seem.

A

----Doo t'ii bi ádá yAdaalti'da.
44 They eould not for themselves speak up.
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fidaa' Olta'yeq él: (The school of the past ws:)-

-----Bilagilanaak'dhgo t'óiya yati'
4A In the EngZish language on4, leaching was dune.

leh.
44 In vain would one try to understand, vouaNy.

-----Ch'e6h hol hane leh.
hlt

ln vain was c,ne taught as a rule-

-----Hol nanitl'a leh.
hh lt taw fbr one.

- ----T'áadoo yanilti'l ho'di'nii leh.
" Do not speak, oru., war told au a rule.

- ----Saad bee ha'doodzihigli adin leh.
ih

Words by which to speak in uentences werc nonexistent,
as a m:o.

-----Saad choiidoo'iiligii adin leh.
WOrdo used to speak were nonexistent, as a rule.

hh
Ha'doodzihgi baa yáZhnizin leh.
TO speak up, one vas bashful to do so, as a rule.

----T.660 jisti' jiledh.
AA One wouZd hesitate to steak.

-----T'Aadoole'e doo bina'izhdilkida leh.
44 One ould not ask questiuns about anything, as a rule.

1.

Children going to school now appear to be more capable

academically, better-behaved, and more socially astute.

K'ad da'óIta'igui éi: (Nowadayl, at this school (the chadren):

T'aa alch'ihji saad yinahji' idahool'aah.
Ith In both language usages they are learning

-----T'g alch'ihji saad doo ba nidanitl'ada.
ln both Zanguage they are fluent.

T'AA alch'ihji saad yee yadaalti'.
In both languages they speak.



----Ayóogo hach'i'
" Very oratorically they weak.

----Jila'igi ndi yádaalti'.
" Crowds do not hinder them from speaking.

----AyCogo k'e daani.

Vevy we:1 by meana of k`.. they express themselves.

T'6adoole'e dco yich'i' ni' daniliida." Any undertaking they have no fear of.

Doo adaadoiinit'iida.
" ?hey do nA hesitate to speak.

Saad nanitraii ndd yoe
" Dif.fieult words are used in their speaking .(in both

;languages).

T'áadoo hodlinaq idahool'aah.
" Very rapidly they learn.

K'é naazt'i'gi ayóogo bil be6dahOzin.
AA

1V6 in its structural complexity in known (by them).

4 T'áá bi bizaad yee
" In-their oui language they write.

bi bizaad dayólta'.
" In their own language they read.

Coo haada yit'éeda.
'4 In no way are they handicapped.

Retter behavior on the part of the student can now be

reinforced in school the same as it can be reinforced at home,

through an appeal to the student's obligation toward kith and

kin connoted by the relationships themselves.

By such reinforcement the Navajo teacher can better

understand when children are or are not comprehending something,

as opposed to merely not paying attention (or possibly even

feignihg attention while not understanding).

Parents maintain that these innovations function to
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maintain better integration between family and school, as they

see their own teachings as more relevant to what is taught in

school, and as preparing children for a better life. At the

same tbme, formal teachings of these Navajo ideas in a formal

classroom setting and with the aid of literacy are seen as still

further reinforcement of this integration.

However, as the existence of smarter and better-behaved

children has far-reaching social effects, so we may expect the

school to have similar effects in the community. Indirect

evidence thus emerges for community unity far beyond that of

traditional kin lines. One clanship instructor points cut how

she implemented her instructions by the School Board, to

consider all children as if they were her own.

álchini t'66 atah yighah6go 61 t'oci honiddzid loh; ako sáhá

bil linikeehqo 61 Milti'd66 biXhdilnihgo, biz6ejinii'goda

aad66 ha'61chLni ndhalIngo baa nitsidzikeosgo t'áadco bahat'aadi lahgo

" .You see, when a child is new in school, he or she will be afraid of you;

Thus one should -take him OP her aside, to speak and toueh him or her, put

goio, arm around them, and treat him or her ao one of your own children;

,vJ J101 the child will fell at ease -in no tine.

"AAd66 dil t'Aa kWe'e ni'niihal ako nighan nahalingo baa nitsinikees doo

660.66 k(X) nidoillnishigii 61 amA nahalingo nihaanitsinikees doo", bi-

jinii leh.
AA "A)zd this will be your home for the schoolgeur, so think of it as your

home, and then qnk ua wko wok at this dorm aa your mother", I would

tell them.

t'iladoo nánildzidi, k álchini bil nidaniné, dc5.6 dii daane:é ei

bee nidaahneeco nthá bijinii leh.
iA "Ad then, do Jot bc afraid; play with the ether children; there are toys

unl ;tames :',or Lou io pZay", I would toll them.

Mc166 dligi át'eego álchini bichT Olta'gi ndi ay6ogo yineed-

lit leh.
Ai And tLen, if one speaks and instructs the chil3ren in this fashion, he or

she till be enthusiastic about schooling.
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The clanship instructor describes the instruction she gives

as of an individualized nature, in which the child is first made

to feel that the counselor is approachable as a parent.

Alchini da'Olta'igil la' t'ai Ayisli 61chlni yazhi danilago nehekaah,
la' ace6yiizhi ni141go'atah

*' Ihe children going to schocl here arrive-QS very young children; there was
one such chad, a 2iitle girl.

AA

T'66 átsó 61 haaslid nilél aaclildi, dee At'eegi, add
neesh'ishgo bichT yanashtih.
Yirst I would begin to observe the thing's sho does and
reacting to things; 1 wou!d (then) gather the children

Dii álchIni t'66 sahdai ets'AdzilOosil', t'easithá bich
ye'et'eeh.

coe should s,),reimes ocl:e a ch'7d asido talk to him
dory elocersA Luy to deal with children.

66 áldhini ahi-

the way she is
to talk to them.

yeillti'go el

alone; this is a

dli kwe'e t'66 jigh6h6go ei kcit'ee leh, dii at'eekeda nida'ats'ih
doo, Ako nida t'ae ako6 baa hone'" biiinli leh.

AA "You see, when you come as a new student to sohool, some other girls will
t.:(lec you a lot, bia; aloays report them to me".

"T'66 ha'at'eegida nichT lin6h66t'i'go ni'dill'aagoda bee shil hólne'
dooleel", bijirui leh.

"U thepe are any preblems, or if something is bothering you, you come
and telZ me", I uould tell them.

From such individualized attention, correction of -impropex

behavior should always be acompanied by positive example, so

that corrections are a form of instruction, not simply

punishment.

AA

A A

JO dii aldhini t'Ae aaniligii, dii la'da beosoo ninadayiijaahgo, 66d66
66'da la' ninadayiijaahgo, aheedeonit'iihgo 66(166 na'nitin haat'i'.
You see, instruction begins wherever these children do something; for ex-

onc w:Zi bring back money or clothing and another would steal them
from him

"JO doo hwii'li doo nljiilaahda, haala t'6A akcijit'ago h6na6sdC6
nitsaaida )ini'iihgo baa niZhdiidaah", bidishniigo biehT yashti' leh.
"You see, you cannot take something that is not yours if you continue to
do so it will become your habit and later you will begin to Igke bigger
and more valuable things", I would ten them.
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"Aad66 nitsaaida jini'iih jileehgo
jileeh, ako binunaa doots'ild át'eeg66
And then, zshen you begin to talee Vgger
wiLl begin to hurt peop!e for them, and
situaLin.

biniinaada dine at'ijil'i
ahoot'i", bidishni.
and more valuable things, you
it can place. you in an even worse

-----A6d66 t'ae bida la' ati'ahil'ilgo, dine doo la' atiiil'iida haala dco
ikót'eogo ninihi'doolyáade
And then when the children begin to hurt. anCillighl one anOrher, you
teach them, "you should notrhu rt. one another, fox, this vlas not ihe
purpose of our existeneefrom the beginning".

áadco dine hak'ehdii naaghaii d(55 t'6adco biniinaanigoó doo atijileehda,
had66 dli naes jidigh6dhgo dli na'niLiniigil t.'66 beejilniih leh, bijinii
leh

"You can't( hurt others who are living their own lives and are not hurting
others jbr no reason, and as you go on in liR' always remember this", one
should teaoh,the children.

;1

AA

Dil ndasdi O'at'eehgo jiinLidoogo el ts'id6 t'66ho ajit'eego el
shii nidideeshleel d66 ha'at'ii shii adeeshliil jinizinigii &lye.
Thdeed, if a pereon e,-1.swits hinse7 f seriously to lift:, he will commit him-
self to ga i.n, and in fo I lowing that course o f 1

Finally, by being able to speak and write Navajo in school,

children can avoid embarrassing and demoralizing moments of

ignorghce, particularly within their own families and

households.
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-----Dii shi ii2ta' ytiq4144' el t'aa bilagianaak'ehgot'elyá
ihool'kt'go binilnaa t'ei dinek'ehji t'eadoola'e
baanahodaaajil doo hazh6'6 shi.1 beehOzinda.
Thus, Olen I wcn to sckool, I was only taught by moans of
English 1anguage; as a result, I do not know very well
things which are discussed in the Navrdo Language.

Aed466 dli shi hastai d66 seanii bichT ha'doodzihigii doo
hazhó'ó shil beehOzinda.

And Qs fOr me, I don't know very well word's which are to be
spken o olde,r men and women.

Ako dii shigi et'eego bilag6anaak'ehgo t'éiy6 ihojill'iqgo
koji' dine bitah nidzidzeago bil dahdeeshnishgo

doo ya'eshcda.
Mus, as with myceln when only the English language is taught,

beeoilec very aifficult later on, back here, should
one wish to return to Navajo Zand.

Ako k'ad shicheii t'eadoo1u'6 bee bil hodeeshnih
etsé shime bil hashnihgo inda ákji shá yil nehelnih eko
doo shil ye'esh6Qda.

Mus, now when I want to speak-to my grandfather about
coHething, I first have to tell it to my mother and she
will t,e.Z7 h:m what I said; thus it is vary disappointing
to me.

AA
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SECTION 6:

THE DEVELOPMENT OF ROCK POINT COMMUNITY SCHOOL:

THE ISSUES OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION FROM A NAVAJO VIEWPOINT

The way in which Navajo language is taught at Rock Point

differs not only as to its exemplary nature vis a vis other

schools in the ways discussed in Section 2.4.ff. It also differs

in more subtle ways with other contract schools, such as Rough

Rock. While an in-depth comparison with Rough Pock or other

contract schools would shed light on these differences in

emphasis, such a comparison is beyond the scope of this report.

Instead, we will look back to earlier times at Rock Point
1 .

Community School, in order to highlight these emphases. ,

A disclaimer is in order. This is not intended to be a

chronology of events leading up to the school. Such a

chronology is a project in and of itself. Therefore, the events

described here are intended primarily to provide more
ii

information about present conditions and the issues faced in

implementing them. In this section, then, we will explore

A. why the people of Rock Point Chapter and Community
decided to take control of their school.

B. what sorts of issues the people of Rock Point had to
contend with before they could establish this school;

C. what sorts of issues the people of Rock Point had to
contend with once the programs were developing.

D. why this program succeeded while others did not.
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6.1. TO HAVE A COMMUNITY SCHOOL

It should be emphasized from the start that the idea of

Rock Point school as a community-controlled school began long

before the actual conttacting, and was based on objectives far

smaller in scope than is considered today. The following

chronology provides an idea of the length of time involved in

Rock Point School's history (Holm, 1973; also Roessel, 1979).

19351 (?): "First school" built: two-classroom day school.

194?': School becomes a "community day school": day and
boarder

1953: Quonset hut added. Three-classroom day-and-
boarding school

1958: Education committee formed by the Chapter to
enlarge school

1963-4: "Second school" built: seven classroom boarding
school

1967: Education Committee begins operating Title I

1968-9: "Third school" built: 16 classroom day-and-
boarding school

1969: Council sets up "Local Navajo Community School
Boards"

1971: Board receives Title VII grant from U.S. Office
of Education. Board obtains small feasibility
and planning grants from Bureau of Indian
Affairs.

1972: "Fourth school." Board contracts with the Bureau
for school operation.

1976: Seventh grade added; began adding one grade per
year.

1977: Ninth grade added.

1981: Twelfth Grade Added.

The school was first built during the massive local school
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construction program of the Collier Administration of the

1930's. By 1958 the Chapter had delegated an education

committee whose primary task was to enlarge the school so that

more students could attend a school close to their homes.

Initially, they were simply to ld out how to add a quonset hut

to their two-room school. By 19b0, they had, in effect, a

growing school, and this growth occurred within the same period

that the Bureau of Indian Affairs still had in effect the growth

of'Eheir cwn school system (Szaz, 1979). Thus, funds were

available for construction.

This coincidence was fortunate because, unlike other

community-controlled schools today, the School Board could
I.

choose when they wanted to contract. That is, the contracting

operation was not forced upon them when the BIA later changed

its school expansion policy to consolidation in large,

centralized on-Reservation boarding schools.

This also meant that they decided to contract because they14

had reached the limits by which they could develop their program

in the way they wanted it developed, instead of having to "go

contract" in order to save their community school from being

closed by the Bureau. Thus, from about 1963 through 1967 they had

been gradually been developing a community school program, and

from a small beginning in 1967, with Title I monies, a bilingual

education program. Up through 1971, then, the bilingual

education program continued to grow through use of Title VII

monies. It was only when the program could no longer progress



through these means that the decision was made to go contract.

By that time, they had caretully throught throuh the kind of

education they wanted: the integration of Navajo and English in

schooling.

kwe'A61ta' ei neeznea niai t'ah,y6v.ohd4a' el baahwjinit'ligo
hohoolzhlizh.
7h ind of education Imo been fop ten years now, before that time
disonssic,ns about it began.

Dii Olta'igil t'ae din6 bi'Olta' adoo1niil ha'niigo, School Board yiniye
alnaadaakai.

As Q S0.17Qol Board they r.et oft, n for the pwpose of deciding how the
sob -)ol /.'ould be a Navajo-owned school.

J6 dil kot'6ego 61ta' haalwodd66 bilagaanaa bizaad t'aa bil ah44h yit'lhgo
bee nanitindoo hodoo'niid.
You ace, Flis fe the way the school began, and it was said that they would

.4

have a teaching r.elhod :n which both Navajo and English would be taught
together

J6 dli ns ho1o2zhl1zhg66 nihizaadigii dco padidookahda ha'nligo kcit'eego
61ta. haalwod.

You sce, th Nz:,ajo way uf communicating would not be lost, in the fUture,
ft was said; in this way the school begun.

Acid65 dii alchini bilagaanaa bizadd t'éiya yihco1'4'go aaji t'eiya yee
yalti'doo ii6d66 t'a5 aaji naanashigii t'eiya yaa'akonizindoo.

Ai AP:d then, if the children are taught only in lhe English language, they
1,0,11 be fluent onZy in that language and have knowledge only of the Anglo
way of working.

Ako dii dii saadigii £6 iinanigii t'66 alch'ihji yaa'-
akonizindoo ha'niigo, School Board yah'anajahgo bee 14 azlii'.

Thus, our children will come to understand both languages and mys of
ife from both sides; it waa discussed in the Cchool Board meetings until

:t was approved.

Aadó6 k'ad ei dii aldhini ya'at'eago t'66 a1ch'ihji saadigii binahji'
t'áadoole'é yaa'akonIzingo da'Olta'.
4(71 then now that theae chii.dren are fluent in both languages, they.have
come to understand many things in school.

A

A 4

1

A comparison of the past and present by the following

speaker 15inpoints the main problem as a loss of respect for the
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Navajo ways by their children, their attendant inability to

*,
think and act in a mature fashion, and the danger of no longer

being able to pass on Navajo cultural knowledge to future

generations.

Ako l blk'lh dah'adoo'niigi doo bil beedahOzinda nit'&,'66656
dlbe ye2hi ba2clatsolgi ndi clv;0 bi2 b6edahezinda

" Ihus, in previous times, Jome uf the children did not even know how to

saddle a. horse, and they didn't even know hw Lc) feed a lamb.

rad 61 nlzhóni90 daashti niltsogo ei yaa akonidaniidzii'.
Aloo, the children have very succe...jUi:y rcicartwd some of theee important

ASSA5 t'ai U dlichdooljahyo áts i'di'doolniii nth doo yeedahOsinda
And then, they didn't even know how to ',Nada fire or cook their own meal.

I+ 4

Ako k'ad ei altso 1)1l beedahOzin kc?' d6O-b5.016.45 dh'iiyean bil

siMap al'f, ako doo anahOcit'i'06 ani'dilneeh.
4

Thus, now on. o f them are avare, of and underetand the. process. of fire and

how water and pod ,oan be, mixed 'to be cooked; anfl thus they now have be-

come self-reliant.

Ako ei shii yee ah'ikel &SO tsilkei dadooleul Aed,66 t'ae ei yee saanii d66
has t6i dadoc1ee4..

A4 Aus, these wi:l become the benefits which come to dependable young men
and women, and later in life they wilZ become respectable older men and
womenfolk.

AAE66 r6asdi nida'llsta'goshii ei niZhónigo ba'alchini yee ninaadeinitin

dooleeligli et'eela.

" And then, when they have finished their education, in .he future, they

will continue instlgleting their children accoklin, to their own

experience.

The reversal of this.deterioration was the overall goal of

the program, and was to be achieved byinstruction intended to

instill respect for the culture on the part of the student, Sand

by implication, the cognitive orientation needed to achieve a

good life. The following speaker illustrates how t-he teaching

of traditional Navajo cooking was part of the instruction
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intended to help achieve this respect and good life.

AM.& dii dineji Via alk'1441 Ch'ilyinea aldejbee na'nitin 1614., jó
ei koji duIjI VA6 bilagianaa biCh'ilyq' ii1'inigil t'Ae bil ahqqh
yit'ihgo.bee nanitin.

And then, they will be.taught about food in the old traditional Navajo Way;
Y.Ai see, at present time the Ang.lo Pod preParation is taught ,:ich.-by-side,
in a paralZeLfashion, with the Navajo teaching.

-----36 t'aâ a3/C.244' dh'ilyein daddAneabee'nanitinigli el L'66 bulahlt'
bil bedhózin doa a6d66 yindhji' nitsekeesdoo.
You see, the teaching about the way the old tra food uus obtained
to be eaten is the weans pr them to ntart thin ng.

-----Ako dli kót'eego Alchini bee nanitingo CAadoo bahat'aadi lahgo at'eego
yaanitsekees leh, ako itedW yinine'idilkid
7hus, when the children aro taught in this 1,,r2y, a very definite change in
their way of Thinking wi.21 OCCUP; thus, in return they will ark questions
about many things, as a ruie.

'Da' ako et'eego itdaari

bee nivis daaniigo nida'idilkid
v.40 it that the food Lys prepared in this way, and is it in this wayif
th://. life was carried on with it?" they would inquire.

Alchini doo bee nanitingó6 ei dil dine biCh'iiMigil t'OO
Ots'i'go yi'ago neinee leh, eko ei yç doo At'eeda yileeh.
You see, when the children are not taught in this way, then they will
handle Navaero food with the tip of their finger, showing a.dislike for it;
7hus, all that will change when they are taught.

JO dii Alchini doo bee naniting66 el dine be'e'el'i' doo bil niliida leh,
aadOO t'Oó yee yidloh leh.

4A sec, when the children are not taught in this fashion, they will not
respect the traditional ways and will just laugh at them.

i

eadeo da' dligi At'eego

4.4

Ako t'aA dinejl nabi'di'nitingo ei dinell
Md.& Veit ei binahji' edil nidli nedleeh.
7hus, When thoy are taught the .71vajo ways they will

that will result in their having self-respect.

dii nias dee0466 bil il, dooleelgo el dil Adoone'e nilinigil
bee nabi'dineest.*g:-. Cie 61 binahji doo yenizing66 k'é nii dooleel.

And in Later years he will bo f,mateful that he was taught about his clan-
skip, so that he will be unashamed to relate to himself%

jó 6.Ado6 dii be'iina'Igli ye'et'eehgo eyiilaago neas ba'aldhini yee

ninei'nitindoo.
s

You ace, when this philosophy of tlfe provides him a good life, then later

on he will teach his own children by means of it.

bil nili nedleeh

respect them, and then
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Thus, the teaching of what seems to be a non-essential

course to an outside observer was intended as a medium for the

transmission of important cultural values. This values

orientation would then facilitate the mastery of Western culture

as well.

bizaad dIné bi'O'ool'ilI t'66'6t'e,
oine bl'ood4 ald6' 66d66 inda kJ?' dilt'i'd66 hodees'66d66 hooghan biyi'
AhooV6h1911 (166 troo'ji ei bee na'nitin.

" AL'o coLstituting the source of our teaching was the purpose of having the
children become og,2:,2 uvare of and relearning their language; their cul-

tural prgotices, their pith and their souree of lip, the fire and dwell-
ing place, and their surrounding envirohp,ent.

A6d66 inda asdzáni bidahiistl'Q d66 bi'na'adh'Qah 16, sis daatl'6, ts'aa'
daatl'6, dii 61chiniy6h1 yihwiidool'661 biniy6.
And then the rug lnd art work of tha women, such as their sash belt and
Lcket weavingail this should be taught io the children.

-----AAd66 ts'id6 vAA Ave ahidiniln6ago yidahool'aah doo, dii
ald6' yihool'aah doo, inda akal daatsid doe) b66shligali yitsJd d6',
ako ei 61Ohini yil nooseelgo yihool'aahgo AAd66 vai yil 61ta'doo.

we want them to learn everything in both cultures; we want them to
:earn w,zoinl: and Later, work such as silversmithing; thus the children
(at J.' 04T1,' time) grow up with knowledge included in books.

A6d66 Inda k'6 yihool'adh, sh6di ninigii yihool'aah, shitsili, shideeOli,
shimA d66 shihe'6 ninigii yihool'aahdoo, h6Ala la' k'e ha'ninigii 'doo
bil beedahOzinda.

And besides this ihey will learn the right relationships with other kin,
such as 'Wly older sisLet.", "my younger brother", "my younger sister", "my
rther and father", "they will Zearn to say this; thc reason for this is
that many children (nowaday) do not know boo to express themselves in
the. right way.

dineji 6'ool'iilii altso bii' haiikai
4* You see, wa have almost removed ourselves from the Navajoyay, in

our education, completely.

K'ad ei nizhallgo bitsiit'66d66 ni1e1 bikeshl4aji' dine bi'O'ool'441 d66
dmn6 bizaad yin6hool'aah A6d66 bilag6anaak'dhgo y6ti'd6' yihool'aah.

** AV it is good because we have re-intergrated the whole body of the Navajo
ways of ed,cation and use of ."favajo and Evtglish languages are mastered.

* *
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6.2. OBJECTIONS TO EARLY DEVELOPMENT

The fact that there was considerable discussion within the

Chapter about the goal of the program and the instruction needed

to implement this program goal implies that there was doubt and

disagreement. The first issue to be confronted was the desire

on the part of some parents for their children to learn English.

In turn, they assumed that the best way to for their students to

learn English is in an English-only classroom.

-----Aid66 nilinlyll 6.1 Ts6 Nitsaah Deez'ihi hoolyéhigli, Chapter Houk

blyi' baa yati'go hcdeesh'ZhliZh.

" And then discussion of 804gual Education for Rbck Point COrmunity was

prst initiatejrat the Rock Point Chapter.

Ts6 Nitsaah Deez!,ahigi 6i dine bizaad d66 bilagaanaa bizaad t'66

1)11 atm' Sinilgo Olta'dco hodconiid.
4,k And then the school at Roa Point will operate and educate children through

1he use ofboth Eng.lish and.gavajo languages, it was said.

AM66 la' 61 t'66 Waashindoon bi'Olta'igii bini'dii dadiiniidgo

AAji baa dii la' niha'aldhini t'66 Olta'gOne

bilagaanaa bizaad t'6iyá yihool'aah.

44 And then there were some who wanted to continue the BIA school, and as a
result 17---e was discussion to the effect of "if we continue Jo allow the

BIA to h our children theg will learn otgy English".

4 *

.44

Alco nilei nillizaadyc'N d66 nihi'O'ool'iil

}cc:me' haz'aqgi, honeeshgish sitqagi, d66

haz'44gi.
Thus (was the reply) what w177 become of
things at the;p2ae of our dwelling, our

of our bedilin,0

44

y(Al shq' éi hait'ee dooleel, dii

k(?' diltli'gi, inda tsesk'eh

our ways of doing things, the
fire,place, our fire and the plac

Dii nihila ald6' nihina'nitin h6169ne' bini'dii vai aket'ée dooleel,
bilagaanaa bizaad t'Ea bil ahii' sinilgo 61ta' dooleel hodoo'niid.
We have all this for the teaching of our children; let us reserve that

and intergrate it into the Angld way of instruction and use it to educate

our children it was said.

Ako t'66 y6 bee alts'a'aldahgo tahododlZhiith.
Thus, there were different feelings about bilingual education for some time.
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Addressed to this objection was the overall goal of re-

integrating their children into Navajo life, as described in

6.1. above.

Mother issue was,the doubt that Navajos were capable of

operating their own schools so that children could be educated

effectively. Program proponents replied to these doubts in two

ways. First, they observed that leaving the education of their

children to the BIA was what got them in trouble ±o begin with.

The second, also outlined by the speaker below, appears to be

implied by the fixst: since the !STA could not educate their

children, the community at least deserves the.oppoqunity to

make their own mistakes.

4

36 niha'alchini éí Olta'górte t'66 bi:niilnii' ako'doo biCh'i'
y6elti'96.6 t'66 niha nanitin

You see, when we sent them to ,school to be taught before, we stopped our
s:de af the instruction for' ouc children.

36 ako nit'W alchini dco hazh6'6 nitsekeesda nAhalin silii'.
:ou see, as 4 result of this, we discovered that OW' children no longer
were thinkiqg properly.

Aad66 binilnaa alts'6'61dah sili'igii éi Wdashindoon biyaa haikai, "ai
doo niha ya'at'eehda, ha'aViishq' boo dzibiiniilyeedoo ninigii t'66 ahay6i.

And then, because cf these resulting skfficuLLies (with their children)
we d:sasec,ciated curseyes from the BIA; thus, many said this is not good
for us Navajo, "how can we operate our own school?".

)

'zin ninigil

doo.
can only Zearn
own schoaq.

bini'dii jó t'áadoole'é nibihonit'aahgo t'aiyi beelo
ald6' voó ahay6i, ako bini'dii t'fia nihi dabiiniilyeed

" .And then, the saying of many more was "no what? a person
through experimentation, so Zet us give a try to run our

Ako 61. biniinaa ako t'afi Waashindoonjligil bi

alá'niidee'go 61 t'aa ei dooleeI, aad66 din6 dco biiagianaa bina'nitin
t".4a bil Ahii' sinilgo Olta'igli d6' dooleel.
For that reason it was said "Zet us vote; if you on the side of Washing-
toe win, we will continue as a BIA school; if you on the side of using
loth Navajo and EngZish Zanguages for instruction win, so be it".
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Ako i'di'yoo'nil hodoo'niid, ako diné bi'Olta' nohsinigil inda kcit'éego
sha'álchini ihooraahgo Olta'doo nohsinigli áád6ó Wááshindoon
bi'Olta hini'dil riciás yilwoldoo nohsinigii aldó' be ida'diyoohnil,,
kodzaago, din6 bizaad deo bilagáanaa bizaad t'áa bil ahii' sinilgo Olta'doo
hodooniidW b5 alá'niidee'go bee honeezná.
Thv, "wa wat voteY, it was said, thus "those who are fur Navajoropepatcd
school, that is those who want to be invaved in the education of their
ohildven, and thosr.who'want the BIA to continue the education of your
_children, you vote, as you please", it was &aid; Aus there was a marjority
vote for the use oj'belh the Wajo and EhoZish languagdfor the eth4eationof Lheir ehilldren.

To be sure, some of the decisiveness with which the events

are described as occuring may be due to retrospection. The

Board, for its part, was very cautious toward the way irr which

it dealt with the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and went out of its

way to avoid outright confrontations. When the readers consider

these quotes, they should examine more how Navajos saw

themselves as having to overcome a long-ingrained lack of

confidence which they had in dealing with people in authority

and in running their own affairs. One speaker attribute d this

lack of confidence to a generalized insecurity inherent in the

feelirig that the people here had never undertaken such a venture

before.

Yik'ij11 danilinigii ei dii biniinaa ei t'aadoo dadliniida.
44

Mose who were against it (i,r. the.school) never really stated their
reasons for being against it.

J6 t'66 shii doo nidayóliida ádin t'66 Ajini t'66 shii kót'é.
You see, perhaps they doubted the (possibility of the school'a) success;
"they ape tying" was'perhaps their poling.

Ako Iid44' Olta' akOdoolniil hodoo'niidgo, t'66 y6 doo da'ahijoorllWa,
ch'inidahaniih t'66 ani, bilagáanaa d66 t'ae din6 niliigo yil

ni'66zh.
Thus, during that time some didn't believe it possible for the.Navajo to
opeiate their own school, saying "I do nob believe it possible".
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-----Ako t'atl adzaaq66 ajini, 36 ket'ecgo ei nitsahakees, jó dii shti bi-

niinaa la' yits'44ji danilii
44 Thus, 17 do not believe it poscibie" wus the thought. of some; you see,

this was thc come were against it:

Ako, "shi I ;46.shindoon bi'Olta'jligii, jó daani

lahidi daats'i shilnáal baa'61.ah azlii'go.

Thus, ": am for the WA school" wus the statement
during the time I attended one of the meetings.

36 Lid& 61. 4d4iadin din6 bi'Olta' kOt'ehigii, lid46' incla nahy66 naazni1
Akondisha t'La doo ahaahodzodli t'eiya atis anlItsogo baa

nitsAhakeps.
iou see, there was no blaxijo-run school, and as a result, people were per-

haps.doubtful of e,ach other, (then:by) outweighing other considerations.

nahalingo 1id44' t'aa

made by some; this was

A A

Interestingly, individtfals in the area were well aware of

developments in Rough Rock Demonstration School, to the

southwest of Rock Point, an maintai ed that the community

decisions to start a school there ere based oh the same

concerns as at Rock Point, and faced the same issues. Indeed,

the Rock Point people visited Rough Rock frequently. Thus, it

appears that much of the-the insecurity was seen as revolving

around the generalized doubts that Navajos were capable of co-
t

operation toward such ventures.

A third source of questioning was the fear that there would

not be enough money available from the BIA to continue the

schOol's operation.

- I

Dii ket'6ego Olta' bohoaeest'anáa00' ei la' doo nit'44','
ako "haidcW shq' ei beesoo nidadidiit'ialgo" daani nit'44'.A S
When this bilinguca educational program MT firat discussed pr this school,
tome people did not understand; 2hus, they questioned it at the time, saying
"where will we obtain money to run our sohool?.
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While the issue was evidently resolved through a

combination of community-level discussion, administrative

jawboning, and demonstratibn (Flannery, 1973) , people still

worry about the availability of sufficient funds for growth...

A6d66 naakits'ila#ahji' ninilta'go ei hXá ei hoidahgo Olta'igii
yidh'i' dan6Adidoodeá1.

** And when these chlZdren finish the high school, where will they go for a
higher education?.

Ako ei (36' t'ai k kéyah ba nAhodidootaal aid66 yii' danijahigii aldo'
bá h616ogo t'aadoo bichT anah66t'i'i t'66 Aaji'
anahakaahgo, Olta' le', laanaa hwiinidzin.
Thus, we would 1:ke to set aside a Zand around here for highce education;
wc would like them to have a dormitory, so .that they can stay here while
they are getting a higher education; this is our wish.

Ako WaashindoondW beesoo la' bee ilaka' anAA'Olyeedgo hooghand66 bee
biyi' hadahodit'éhigli t'aa'At'e bee ninAanio'niiI niidzingo
baanitsiikees.

*4 Ihus, we would Zike more funding from Washington in order to buiZd more
dormitories with aZZ the inside furnishings; we wish for aZZ this to
happen as we think.

Ako diigi At'éego ei amA d66 azhe'e niilinigli áad66 amasáni d66 acheii
niilinigii baanitlikees, kót'eego ei nihil ya'at'eeh d66 baa

** This si the way we as mothers, fathers and grandparents do in fact think
and Zook forward, and we ack for this from the fUnding agent.

:..or for present program goal implementation.

- ----36 dii Rock Point-ji Olta'igii ei t'Aa lahágo, dii b6esoo ha'ninigil
bi'oh nahalingo baa hane'.

** You sec, at this school at Rock Point, there is one draw back, which
is that there is barely enough money for its operation.

Ako doo t'aa kwe'e t'eiya akót'ée da, ndi t'ai'altsogo, Waashindoon
bi'Olta'06 ald6' aket'e.

** Thus, this ia not the only place facing this, but all Government funded
schools.

Ako aajligii el beesoo daashii niltsogo ba idin el biniinaa haaniltsogo
shii, dikwihi yee' ei bii sila nahalin k'ad AkOt'eego hoolzhish.
Thus, now the money available for bilinguaZ education is small; therefore
we have integrated only a few of the things we want to integrate into
our educational program.
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6.3. ISSUES ARISING AFTER THE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

Once the program was in process, a number of those who had

either questioned the educational approach, or who were taking a

"waii-and-see" attitude were convinced of the program's efficacy

through its demonstration.

-----J6 k'ad 6iya 1da dine nizhanigo yau'Akonlizii'go
" Thus, there are now many Naoajoc who undepstand, and are bringing move

and MOM children here.

4 4

.

A3(166 k'ud 61 dii kwu'e Olta'igii hadcvslid biniye haas14 i nizzlád0'
nihaanida'aldah.

And now that use have a ach,,,0: here to be obseroud, many people uome from
fav away to observe.

Md.& dii kwe'6 Olta'igii t'eá clinizuad& ndi ba'eldhini nidayll'ééshgo
1Q'áda yahá6da'dii1'4h.
And then many parents coma fvom a conaiderahle diatance to bring their
AiLireil here fbr regictiution at thi.v vuhool.

"Dii din £6 bilagAanaa bizaud 6ed66 dineinda bilugeanaa be'e'611.'
t'66 bi alvah nuanilgo Olta'19ii nizh6ni" daaniigo ba'álChini
nidayil'eesh.

'rft is good that the Amajo and English Languages aieboth being taught
side-by-m:01e as 4 method of teaching", they woutd say aa they enroll their
bin:Wren.

Dii zirnádx azh'e 61 dii kót'eego binah]i' kót'ecgo dayiil-
t0g90 áadoo you nitsidaazkeezgo ci aadeq' nidayiiniil.
When they suw dap way of learning and thought about it afterward.,
these mothers cmi fathera would afterward,' enroll their children here.

One issue which had erupted as the program progressed was

the degree to which Navajo culture would involve the teaching of

religion. The teaching of religion has been a bone of

contention'because Rock Point shares with many other parts of
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the Reservation a diversity of other religious faiths practiced

by Navajos who nevertheless call themselves Traditional. Among

the three dominant religions in the area are the Traditional

Navajo Religion (Dine k'eji bi'oodla'); the Native American

'Chbrch (Azee' bee nahaghaaji bi'oodla') and various

denominations of organized church-controlled Christians

(Bilagaanaa bi'oodla'), and some Navajo-controlled Christian

churches (oodla' t'aa dine dayiilyeedigii).

One concern voiced by students of Navajo culture elsewhere

was that Christians and Native American Church people would

disagree vehemently on the degree to which Navajo culture should

be taught. While the small size of the ethnographic sample

precludes a definitive answer, it appears that all the religions

co-exist within the school community. Co-existence appears to

de based, at least in part, on restrictions placed on the

teaching of Navajo cultural -knowledge, much of which is sacred

and which could be easily abused. To state the limitation is

simple: a conceptual diffetence has been made by at least sone

of the Navajos between what would properly be the donain of the

home and what should be taught in the school. The latter was

properly the domain of K'e or "clanship, while the former is

referred to as specifically sacred teachings, to be imparted

through the family.

It was very difficult to ascertain what were the crucial

properties of K'e which distinguished it from the more sacred

teachings of Navajo medicine men, the Native American Church and
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the Christians. One Navajo, however, ventured an explanation of

the differences. The key difference appears to be that

religion--whatever its foundation--is comprised of unchanging

beliefs, while K'e--and culture--are comprised of principles of

how humans should act toward each other anc how children should

be brought up to act accordingly.

I don't really know what...they teach here because nobody
has given me a general idea of what they teach, but I know
clanship. Way back we used to get told to run and all
that, and herd sheep There are a lot af places where the
are empty corrals [now, however]. Most parts of the
culture--I think--should be taught so that they [i.e. the
students] know their culture. When some people brings up
the culture [however], they are confused with the religious
[aspect]. I don't think they mean the same thing.

The way I understand it, culture is nothing but the way you
have been brought up--up to this day--as our grandparents
taught their children since they are younger until they are
adults, and the way they dress, [the way] they act and the
[way they] addresses--this is culture, the way I understand
it.

[Culture is when] your grandparents would tell you "don't
just lie there, do something, get up early in the morning.
Run! That way, when you grow up, you won't be late to do
tiOthing, (or be] lazy"--all that. "You may as wen be
prepared for the life ahead of you." That is what you would
be told.

Culture, as the individual describes it, is thus a set of

orientations and proscriptions which children should learn and

follow no matter what their beliefs. He offers further

explanation by suggesting that "respect" should be taught, and

especially because much of the opportunity to learn these things

through practice are no longer available (c.f. the observation in

the first speaker s quote, that many sheep corrals are empty).
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Again, we interpret this "respect" to mean acceptance of the

proscriptions and values derivable from the beliefs without

accepting the beliefs themselves. Thus, one may perhaps be

taught,the importance of legends and prayers, but not actually

have to undergo a ceremony. Similarly, a teacher might teach

about the importance of a ceremony without ,reciting the actual

changes and prayers which have important power.

On the other hand, another speaker discusses how he taught

various subjects'in Navajo class which pertained to traditional

practices. Nevertheless, the importance of these practizes in

leading a good life is stressed, not their sacred nature.

J6,0ii t'66 *Ah.5qd<4' 61 t'Aa altso t'66 y6 doo.bil
bee dah6zinda nitW', 66:166 h6shdW 1Q'6966 bil nahc,
s6sne'; Ako k'ad I t'itA yaa'Adahonizin, Azid66 ay6ogo

nida'idilkid.
YeC%A mee, when I firgt came here, jurt abouL all (the studc:nts)

.knew Ittae 05 what. I was teaching them; then later, X Laught them

many things, so now they ungerstand clearly and ask many questions.

Dii kwe'6 t'66 niyahágo éi awééts'661 ál'i yidahool'44'
ild66 bee hadit'6ii 3daalyChigiida.

Ai When I rrst came, they had learned names pr many parts
of the Cradle Board Art Work.

Aad66 dii be:u adizi al'iigi da, inda niléidW bee iina
al'ilgo binahji' hosiidl5i'g66da bil hashne'.

" And then I would ten them about the Navao spinning stick

(i.e. for spinn:ng wool for weaving yarn): the art of
making it, how to make a living by it, and how we grew

up by meanr of i!.
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-----36 1144' 61 naamsh 60oadingo kOL'eeyo hosiidlii'; jó
k'ad el k(;'),(:) manish dah61('? bidishniago 1111 hashno'.

" You see, when we grew up there was no wage work, so I Lell
Lhem "you bee, noo there is wage work",

AAd65 dii hooyhan do' la' anaildeiilyaa, ziko houghan
sl'441 dO6 da bee bil nahos('..sne'.

" And then tee mode a traditional hogan (i.e. bouse); thuo,
waad tell tham about the leaching around and inside

the hogan.

AN646 ehil al daa1yéii clOO chodaoo'llyi ddbinabinishtin.
And then,7 would tco.i. them about 0.e different names of
p7ant$ ard how theL4 ape med.

The first speaker adds that some Christian leaders may have

misunderstood this distinction, between ao0ual ceremonial

performance and respect for the importance of the ceremOnies.

[When culture is taught] all there should be taught is how
to respect. That is all. Well, you know, some of them
will like to be a priest, or something like that I think
those are the kind of people that mix what the culture and
religion are. I wonder whether some of these people mork
here at Rock Point. I think they are Christian. And when
somebody talks about the culture, they think it is the same
as religion. Some of them go to NAU. I don't know what
they learn about that. The way I know it is that culture
and religion are not the-same.

The way the diátionary [defines it]...culture and religion
have different meanings. And religions will have different
meanings too. That's why the people are confused. That's
why they say "I don't want Rock Point to be taught in
culture." That's why they get mixed up.

6.4. OTHER ISSUES OF VARIABILITY

While an increasing number of parents have been sending

their children to Rock Point as the program continues, the fact

remains that there are other schools in the area to which
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paxents send their chiadren'. In fact, right across the road

from the Rock Point School is a-Lutheran mission school serving

children from nearby.

Religious issues similar to those in 6.3. appear to be of

some influence toward urging children to attend the mission

school. However, the students have a great part in deciding

where they will attend. Some are better at mastering English

and do not want to take up time learning Navajo. This is

particularly true for highschool students who have spent most of

their educational careers mastering English elsewhere.

Our kids are all mixed; there are some [who] like doing
sort of writing down--they are writing Navajo and all--but
some of the professionals...don't even know how to write
two times two, but they do better in the [writing skills].
That is what one teacher from NAU [Northern Arizona
University] told me. I think that the students are the
same way with that: some of them go faster in English and
some would go faster in Navajo. I think that--whatever
they are fitlin--they [should not be] pushed to do what
they dc not want to do. If they do not want to do the
Navajo, they can just let it go--maybe give them a test or
something, and let it go to English.

Other parents mentioned similar decisions on the part of

secondary-level stUdents. One girl had grown up speaking no

Navajo and therefore found the Rock Point system difficult. She

theretore reportedly did much better at a nearby public school.

Student distress with such difficulties have been noted in other

Contract Schools.

As for parents who send elementary school students

elsfthere, there is less information in this study. Some, are

indigent and cannot afford to keep their children at home, and

as a result have had to relinquish educational responsibility to
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perhaps a BIA dormitory school.

Again, the student decilorl plays a great* part, with some
A

of them having no desire to learn certain subjects required by

Rock Point, such as Navajo.

Our kids are truant like that. [My kid,] he wants to be an
engineer. Right now he would have been pushed back [i.e.
held back in high school a gradej tsecause he does not know
how to write Navajo. We could go faster in English--in
math and all that--so he has been put back in the Navajo
writing....Anyway, I let it go and I told him "you finish
it here; you have one more year to go." And he told me'"I
am not going to school anymore; they put me back where I
was because I do not know this Navajo; they put me back
where I was before; I am not going." So, I told him "there
is a bus out there, go and pick up a bus for the Red Mesa
Public School" He just jump and took his book and took off.
Down Caere he got put just one year behind his [older]
brothers [because] they gave him tests. So, he went on
through [to] Engineering School at Phoenix.

We could nowhere find a rule that stated that students in the

secondary levels of schoOl were held back in their progress

because they did not master Navajo language classes. Some

administration maintained that they wished that this ule were

the case, but that it was not. Thus, other factors may be at

work liere. FOr example, it was reported that some students

simply wanted to avoid the often burdensome responsibilities

they had at home, and felt that a boarding school would be a

good place to get away from them. Many more such decisions are

also no doubt possible.

6.5. WHY ROCK POINT AND NOT SOMEWHERE ELSE?

The concerns voiced by people in Rock Point have been

raisedelsewhere on the Navajo Reservation. Only rarely has

this voicing resulted in action being taken toward the
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contracting of school program and a movement toward community

control. Blame could easily--and with good reason--be laid with

the Bureau of Indian Affair's opposition to such programs. The

Bureau made overt attempts to delay and frustrate the

implementation of the program by regularly raising issues of

policy and contracting, and by inciting community resistance by

telling local BIA School workers that they.would lose their jobs

(Flannery, 1973) . But the question remains as to why Rock Point

and Rough Rock still managed to initiate their programs while

othes did not. A good part of the answer therefore resides

with the organi7ation of Rock Point's Chapter, School Board, and

school staff. A highlighting of these features from the

viewpoint of the School Board and Administration may help

explain the program's success.

Perhaps the most important factor in the school's success

is simply that the program has been in action for a long time so

that decision to contract could be made more on the terms of the

School Board, then on the broad sweeping policy changes in the

Bureau (see 6.1.).

This also means that they decided to contract the program

before the Indian Self-Determination Act provided Federal

mandate. Title VII monies too came much later, and their use

has since been discontinued. The school thus had the

opportunity to develop gradually, and to do so from within, not

in rapid response to opportunity (or emergency) from the Federal

Government.
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SECTION 7

CONCLUSION

In this report we first discused in Section 3, how we c.;me

to define and choose Rock Point as an exemplary bilingual

education program. In Section 4, we provided a structural

description of what kind of education the parents and staff

ir.;Jolved with the school,wanted. What they wanted, in effect,

could be seen as a philosophy of education stated as an end

goal--the well-directed person--and a sequenCe of objectives,

stated as the kinds of values they wanted their educated people

to'have.

In Section 5 we described how the school implemented this

philosophy of Navajo education through the teaching of certain

elements of these activities. The Navajos clearly intended this

instruction not simply as the strict impartation of Navajo

cultural knowledge or of Western skills per se, but as important

elements in values orientations which would facilitate the

learning of Navajo knowledge, and by implication, Western

knowledge. While this intent is made manifest in Section 4, it

becomes more obvious in Section 5, bebause here, the effects of

this instruction are described more clearly; and these effeects

are.the orientation of the idndividuals's thought and ability to

learn--in Navajo terms.

it is with Section 6, however, that some of the doubts

about the Program are dicussed, which Navajos in the community

raised. For the most partt these are doubts still raised by
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Navajos elsewhere on the Reservation, to this very day (Platero

et al, 1977) . Thus, many Navajos are still against bilingual

education because the Navajo language is considered something

which should be taught, jeits, religious contexts, at home, not in

the purportedly foreign contexts of school. Similarly, Navajos

voice doubt that they can run their schools. They also fear

forfeiture of their scarce funding, should they so wish to "go

contract" (Platero et al, 1977).

At the same time, they complain about the unilateral

decision-making, the lack of individualized care for their

children, and policy-based disregard by these schools for the

cultural heritage of the Navajos (Platero et al, 1977) . They

similarly lament the scorn for Navajo ways brought home from

school by their children, the deterioridtion of their Navajo

language competence, and their inability to cope with a bicultural

environment. In fact, an increasing number see good need for

teaching in two cultures (Roessel, 1979). In Section 6, then,

we a3AO discussed the features of the Rock Point Community and

school which allowed these concerns to be converted to

meaningful action in Navajo terms.

In the remainder of this section, then, we must remind the

reader just what this report is and is not. In 7.1. we will

address ourselves to issues inherent in the limitations of

ethnography in general. In 7.2., we will discuss some of the

limitations which emerge from the use of cognitive ethnography,

and the fact that we concentrated our interviews on what was
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important to the people in Rock Point, rather than on a pre-

arranged set of questions.

7.1. REPRESENTATION AND PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY

7.1.1. DEPTH OF INTERVIEW VS. BREADTH OF SAMPLE

First, we may ask whether or not the Report treats

adequately the breadth of-knowledge and opinion in Rock Point

toward the school. To insure beyond a reasonable doubt that we

have in fact done so requires a statistical survey, which is

beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheeless, the depth fo the

ethnographic interviews, combined with the small numbers of

people sampled, compensates to a degree (See 2.1.) for lack of

breadth. This partial compensation is in part possible because,

first, individuals could discuss what they themselves know about

other opinions. Second, in-depth interview of the nature done

here will usually obtain variability of opinion in a small

number of people. Third, Rock Point Communtiy was small enough

that a judgemental sample could be obtained of different people

involved with the school in different ways, and attitudes

compared (See 2.1.3.).

7.1.2. .THE SHARING OF A BODY OF KNOWLEDGE: PSYCHOLOGICAL
REALITY

Second, we may ask about the degree to which all

individuals adhere to the philosophy outlined in Sectin 4. Two

further questions derive from this. The first concerns what may

be loosely termed psychological reality. The second pertains to

a peCuliar form of bias (see 7.1.3.). The question of

psychological reality involves determining the degree to which
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all individuals in a community or social system share certain

perceptions or knowledge. We assume that all individuals of a

community must share at least enough knowledge in order for the

society to function as it has been described as functioning in

this ethnography.

Again, to pinpoint beyond a reasonable doubt the degree to

which knowledge and perceptions are shared requires statistical

testing of cognition, which is beyond the scope of this study.

Thus, for example, we could conduct a multidimensional scaling

of shared attributes among a random sample of at least 80

people. If the attributes clustered with high correlation among

terms within these clusters, they would have a high degree of

semantic similarity (if the eliditation' instrument were

constructed properly). In turn, if they had a high degree of

semantic similarity, taxonomic trees could be inferred from the

clusters (Burton & Nerlove, 1976) . If these inductivelyderived

trees were congruent to those derived from the ethnographic

study; we would have validated the ethnographic conclusions.

One additional detail is necessary here. The best way,to

conduct such a survey would be to conduct the ethnography first,

so that the testing, or elicitation, instrument could be worded

properly and hypotheses properly defined. Short of this approach

(a rigorously desirable one, to be sure), it is safe, at this

time, to propose that, because of shared meaning of terms used in

the Navajo language all individuals have immediate access to this

knowedge because once coumunicated this knowledge should be
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understood and synthesized by all its members. The way to test

this simpler proposal, or hypothesis, is then simply to present

the synthesis in Section 4 back to the School Board (or other

polity) and solicit their approval or critique.

Thus, we assume for now that the taxonomy presented in

Section 4 is a synthesis from the interview information of many

individuals, and not in the head of any one person. The

taxonomy is neVertheless a description of the cultural,system,

because we assume that all individuals share at least enough of

this knowledge not only to initiate the program, but to keep the

social system (i.e. Rock Point Community School) operating and

evolving.

7.1.3. BIAS AND CONSENSUS

The question of bias enters here because it is necessary to

consider the possibility that some key individuals in the system

know more about it than do others. For example, some

individuals who had been with the school for a relatively long

time (since its inception, for example) might be more familiar

with philosophical goals of the schools than would newer

members. Consideration of this possibility prompted the

researchers to sample, initially, individuals who had been

involved closely with the prdgram a long time and then

interviewing a second sample of individuals who had been less-

involved, or whose children went to school elsewhere (see

2.1.3.) . Through this judgemental sampling we found that sharp

differences in attitude toward bilingual teaching seemed related
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less to deep-seated differences in community and more to how

long the individuals had worked with the school and had learned

informally the philosophical principles. Thus, sampling bias

had to take into account the informal socializing influences of

the school itself on the workers and community.

7.2. FEATURES AND BIASES OF COGNITIVE ETHNOGRAPHY

The application of cognitive ethnography requires that we

address ourselves to

A. The generality of the philosophy and its immediate
applicability

B. The fact that it is an ideal formulation and must be
compared against the reality of classroom performance

C. The fact that this is a description, and while
applicable to an evaluation, is itself not an
evaluation.

D. The reasons that various parts in the Program, such as
the development of the Postsecondary program, were
discussed less than the primary and elementary.

7.2.1: GENERALITy

A quick glance at the master taxonomy in Section 4 conveys

the idea that the philosophy is highly generalized and stated at

a high level of abstraction. y, With high abStraction and

generality, it is also applicable to the whole life of a person.

These issues have all pointed to one central one: is this

a philosophy of learning in general, which any Navajo could

have, or is it proper to Navajos at Rock Point? We maintain

that it is proper to Navajos at Rock Point because they
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themselves observed that they refined their philosophy as a

result of observing the program in actin. Moreover, since our

questions were initially directed toward finding what were the

impacts bf the school Program (.see 2.1.3.) , it is likely ,that

the philosophy pertains to one of education and schooling,

rather than of learning, in general.
\I

7.2.2. IDEALIZATION VS. THE REAL

Some teachers and staff at Rock Point School maintained

that the philosophy is an idealization of behavior, or a

proscription of ideal behavior, and does not spell out clearly

what is done in the event of discipline problems or other

educational-related issues. We would certainly have to concede

that this is true, to an extent. However, these staff also

observed that the study was applicable toward more particular

activites in two ways. Some Navajo staff observed that one

application was the development of Navajo curriculum, which

could be ex.2nded from what had already been formulated from the

Repor.

Some non-Navajo staff observed that it provided a basis for

how to expect that students would and should behave in class.

This observation is clearly important more widely than at Rock

Point because it addresses itself to the question bf how to

define and analyze issues in the school and classroom. For a

long time there has been a tendancy to attribute problems in the

classroom to the culture of the minority student. To be sure,

such an approach is certairily an improvement over the informal
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tendancy to blame problems on lack of parental and student

concern for education. Nevertheless, when this approach is

narrowed only to the student and his or her family, it becomes

simply a more refined version of "blaming the victim." The

obvious solution is to look at school, student and family as a

system (Bohannan et al, 1973) , and any good ethnography should

aid this inquiry

Thus, this study is not a proscription of how to teach; it

is a systematic perspective. If this is true, then it is also

unlikely that this study is a guide for how to replicate this

program elsewhere.

7.2.3. EVALUATION

Rock Point School System has an intricate combination of

internal and external evaluations for their programs. The

external ones are required by the BIA, the Navajo Tribal

Division of Education, as well as by a number of granting

agencies contributing to the program. Mention has also been
I

made of explicit classroom observations in 5.1.3.ff. 'This study

is descriptive, and it is unlikely that it would contribute

directly to either internal or external evaluation.

On the other hand, it is'possible that it will contribute,

in the future, to defining parameters for such evaluations. For

example, if an outside evaluator decided that the clasSes were

too structured, Rock Point staff would be in a poSition to

require that the evaluator took into account the Navajo

philosophy of education in its final recommendations.
,

r
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7.2.4. WHY.NOT THE HIGH SCHOOL?

It is obvious from the description in Section 5 that the

high school and junior high programs are not as intricately

described as are the primary and elementary systems. Three

possible reasons emerge. The first, we must acknowledge, is the

possibility that we simply did not ask the right questions, or

did not direct the questions properly once the open-ended

questions had been asked (see 2.1.ff). While this is always

possible, we also suspect that had it been a visible issue with

parents, they would have found a way of discussing it.

Also plausible is the possibility that the parents had not

thought as much about the secondary school 4S they had about the

primary and elementare ones. Almost all the parents and staff

with whom we interviewed had had at most a third grade

education, with the exception of the professional and

administrative statf. Thus, they may not know as much about

what a high school should do.

i

Third, it is possible that the parents have concentrated

more on the primary and elementary grades because they have

identified these grades (as have many other people, no doubt) as

the most important in the orientation of their students.A

At the same time, it is obvious from Section 6 that the

parents have thought about:the school program, and fully intend

that their philosophical goals and objectives be throughout the

life of an individual. If this is the case, then parents are

simply thinking their program through at a comfortable pace, and
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are hardly to be faulted for advancing their program at a pace

which best effects their participation in the education of their

children.
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APPENDIX I
COMPARISbN OF SCHOOLS BASED ON SELECTION CRITERIA

A-1. TITLE I ESEA

Title I funds are utilized, here, to provide supplemental

programs and personnel to ameliorate educational deficiencies in

langauge arts, reading, mathematics, and special education (in

accoLdance with PL 94-142). On the next page is a list of the

57 DIA-funded schools (i.e. funded either through Navajo Area

educational allocations, c directly, through contract, with the

Department of the Interior through PL(95-561) reviewed. Of

these 55 are primary-elementary schbols and two are secondary.

Tuba City, one of the secondary schools, shared facilities with

the State of Arizona-funded school system. When information was

available, all were first reviewed as to criteria in "D" in A-1.

above.

Chinle Boarding School

Cottonwood Boarding School

Low Mountain Boarding School

Lukachukai Boarding School

Many Farms High School

Nazlini Boarding School

Pinon Boarding SchoLDl

Rock Point Communit School

Rough Rock Demonstration School

Alamo Boarding School
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Dilcon Boarding School

Greasewood Boarding School

Hunters Point School

Kinlichee Boarding School

Pine Springs School

Seba Dalgai Boarding School

Tohatchi Boarding Sc!..00l

Toyei Boarding School

Wide Ruins Boarding School

Aneth Community School
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Baca Boarding School Beclabito Day School

Borrego Pass Community School Cove Day School

Bread Springs School Nenahnezad Boarding School

Canoncito Community School Red Rock Day School

Chialiltah BoardIng School Sanostee Boarding School

Dloo'il Yazhi Day School Teecnospos Boarding School

Crownpoint BohrOing School Toad]ena Boarding School

Dzil na'o' diIii Day School Chilchinbeto Day School

Jones Ranch Day School Dennehotso Boarding School

Lake Valley Day School Kaibeto Elementary School

Mariano Lake School Kayenta Boarding School

Pueblo Pintado Boarding School Leupp Boarding School

Standing Rock Boarding School Navajo Mountain School

Ojs Encino Day School Red Lake Day School

Torreon Day School Rocky Ridge Boarding School

Wingate Elementary School Shonto Boarding School

Fort Wingate High School Tuba City Boarding School

Chuska Boarding School Tdba City High School

Crystal Boarding School

A-1.1. LANGUAGE ARTS

All schools carried some sort of langauge arts program.

Title I funds were almost always used to support Navajo-speaking

teacher aides to work with regular classroom teachers. These

aides were intended to "provide individualized, small or whole

group instructions" or to "provide reinforcement activities for

target students and assist the teacher by interpreting concepts

into the children's native language."
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A-1.1.1. THE INSTRUCTIONAL CAPACITY OF NAVAJO TEACHING AIDES
AND MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT

bf the 57 sbhools, Baca Boarding School, Canoncito and

Dennehotso explicitly included "bilingual instruction" or "use

of Navajo where needed" as part'of the activities. However, we

found that these differed little, from approaches used in other

schools utilizing Title I funds, which can be described in the

following terms:

A. Navajo-speaking aides are expected to provide
interpretation for teachers in general instruction

B. Aides then work with individual students or small
croups of students who are identified by teachers as
having trouble with spoken and written English.

C. Instruction by aides does not have to proceed
according to any lesson plan, systematic translation,
body of curriculum materials, or testing in Navajo
language skills.

In effect, funds for Title I Language Arts appear to be

used primarily as a means of hiring low-cost Navajo

paraprofessionals to provide ad hoc translation for the Anglo

teacher. The term "bilingual" can be said to apply only insofar
I

as both languages (Navajo and English) must be used, from time to

time, in the instruction process. The student's immediate mastery

of English language skills is the primary behavioral objective .

,

of these programs.

A-1.1.2. PERSONNEf, TRAINING

Navajos hired in Title I programs do not qualify for many

of e promotion tracks and security benefits available to Civil

Ser.,ce employees. They are hired on yearly-renewable

contracts. While the BIA school administrators will generally
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release such aides should they wish to participate in training

programs (such as the. Navajo teacher Education Development

Project (NTEDP) administered by the Navajo Tribe), it is clearly

not to their interest to make the availability of these programs

widely known to their contract employees. This is because the

periodical absence of the aides detracts from the viable

func.tioning of the classroom and cannot be justified as the

upgrading of Navajo personnel for performance improvement, since

the hiring of these Navajo personnel is only temporary.

The usual justification given for this state of affairs is

that ther is a shortage of qualified Navajo teachers, which is

true. However, the scope of Title I-funded progams cannot*be

interpreted, from the information presently available, to be

used in a way to ameliorate this shortage.

A-1.1.3- IMPLICATIONS FOR SCREENING

From the consideration in A-1.1.1. - A-1.1.2. we conclude

that none of the Title I programs in language arts can be said

to qualify the schools above for exemplary status, with one

exCeption: Rock Point Community School. Contrary to the

findings above, this school was the only one for which both of the

following applied:

A. The program was intended to utilize Navajo teachers,
not teacher aides, in instruction of the students.

B. The program was intended to utilize English as a
Second Language as the means to improve language
skills.

This means that Rock Point is the only school which adheres
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to the position that initial instructiOn should proceed from

Navajo, with English taught as a second language. It is also

the only school in which Navajo and English are taught side-by-

side throughout.the student's whole school career. Both

considerations are important because it appears that many

Navajos, if their hopes for the future are taken seriously into

consideration, would like Navajo and English taught

concurrently, not to have Navajo language-based Material used as

a means of transition into English.

A-1.2. OTHER TITLE I-RELATED PROGRAMS

Other activities funded by Title I include reading,

remedial mathematics, and special educatiPr. These have little

bearing on whether or not Title I activities could be considered

bilingual education. The reading courses were all openly

designed to improve reading skills in English. Generally, age

grades 2 and up were the targets. Math programs were introduced

at later ages (grades 5 and up), and no claim was made to the

use (3. any forms of bilingual instruction. Special education

was instituted in response to PL 94-142, and again, no'claim was

made for bilingual education.

A-A- TITLE IV ESEA

These funds may be used to upgrade secondary educational

services, including curriculim development, and therefore may be

discussed in connection with bilingual education. All schools

funded through the BIA are discounted from examination because

of BIA decisions made for Fiscal Year 1980:
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Funds received for Fiscal Year 1980 under this part [i.e.
Part B] shall be expended for Library Resources, other
Instructivnal Materials, Testing, Counseling, and Guidance.
Upon receiPt of these funds, they shall be made available
to the Agencies and Schools on an individual project basis.

Funds allotted to Navajo Area for Fiscal Year 1980 (i.e.
Part C) shall be expended in accordance with the approved
Bureau of Indian Affairs annual program*plan.

(Navajo Area Report: "Attacking Educational Deficiencies

Through Special Projects" FY 1980, pp 126-127).

No other Title IV projects have come to our attention from

state-funded public schools. One contract school, the Navajo

Academy, is utilizing Title IV, Part B funds for bilingual

curriculum development. However, because that program has been'

funded only as of this year, it is not considered in the choice

of an exemplary program.

A-3. TITLE VII ESEA

A-3.1. BIA-FUNDED SCHOOLS

These funds are the ones specifically designated for design

of biYingual educational curricula, teaching programs, and

training of bilingual teachers. For schools funded by BIA, the

FY 1980 Directory does not list any programs. All that is

reported is that:

Funds allocated to schools by the Office of Education,
Title VII, shall be used as authorized in the approved
projects. The main emphasis of Title VII projects in the
Navajo Area is in development of bilingual programs and
materials for Grades K through A-

No schools were listed specifically for FY 1979 or FY 1980.

For FY 1978, bilingual educational programs were reported as
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offered at Lake Valley, Low Mountain, Pinion, Many Farms and

Sanostee schools.

A-3.1.1. SCREENING IMPLICATIONS

Many Farms High School was eliminated from consideration

because it failed to satisfy Criteria "D" and "G" in the

beginning of Section A- That is,

A. It is only a supplemental course, for one period per
day.

B. It includes only,grade levels 9 - 12, and is therefore
'of little relevance to other schools who might have to
integrate high school curricula (as entrance
requirements for their students) with primary and
elementary schools.

0
.... No mention was made of curriculum materials

development.

D. Training and upgrading of teachers is definitely not
included in the program.

Pinion and Low Mountain--and also Cottonwood Day School--

make use of the servics of AIBEC and NAMDC. Curriculum

materials requested from NAMDC included the Navajo language
i

versions of the Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS)

prepared by NAMDC. These materials are written in the Navajo

language and translated directly from English language versions.

Navajo teachers are provided an intensive two-week training

period in which they learn the fundamentals of Navajo literacy.

This literacy workshop is necessary because the materials are

written in Navajo. In the materials themselves, Navajo

summaries of given subjects are listed with key terms denoting

them, and a set of sentence attributes supplying further detail

are provided. Teachers are then at liberty to insert their own
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knowledge into the courses when drawing up their lesson plans.

However, these three schools were eliminated from

consideration because the,materials by teachers were pilot

tested'only last year. While the reviews and comments of these

materials were favorable, more time is needed for long-term

review.

Sanostee utilizes the same services as Low Mountain and

Pinion. In addition, it utilizes the services of the Uniersity

of New Mexico staff who are flown in to upgrade and train

instructional staff at the school. This program, unlike th2

others, has been in existence in some form for the last 10

years. However, a revIew of the materials developed before the

involvement of AIBEC indicates that all of them were in English.

Thus, a true bilngual educational approach has only been in

process for at most two years.

A-3.1.2. THE ADDITIONAL CRITERION: NAVAJO LITERACY

'finally, in none of these schools, is Navajo literacy for

the students stressed. We feel, in view of the discussion in A-

1.1.3-, that this criterion should be included in screening.

NAMDC statf explained that the Bureau of Indan Affairs policy on

bilingual education tended to discourage any attempt to teach
c-,

literacy. Therefore, NAMDC curriculum development staff were

limited to training Navajo teachers and- teacher aides in the

oral presentation of science materials (SCIIS).
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A-3.2. OTHER TITLE,VII NON-LITERACY PROGRAMS

A-3.2.1. PROGRAMS OUTSIDE BIA PURVIEW

Other schools, outside of the BIA administration system,

also receive Title VII help from AIBEC. This includes

Bloomfield, Window Rock, Fort Defiance, and Tuba City.

An examination of its Title VII proposal justified the

exclusion of Bloomfield from consideration because:

A. The primary goal of the program was the upgrading of
non-Navajo teachers rather than training of Navajo
teacher aides. .4 .

B. Navajo literacy was not to be taught in the schools.

Funding was not continued through FY 1981, in any event.

Fort Defiance and Tuba City require more serious attention

because both include programs for literacy. They will be

discussed in 1-4. below. Window Rock is dismissed because of

its deletion of literacy as part of the program.

A-3.22. OTHER PROGRAMS WITHIN BIA ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM
ASSISTED BY AIBEC

These schools include Rock Point, Round Rock, Pine Hill

(Ramah), Chinle Boarding School,and Flagstaff Boarding School.

These were not listed in the FY 1980 BIA Directory "Attacking

Educational Deficiencies Through Special Projects."

Nevertheless, AIBEC and NAMDC reported providing them services.

Chinle and Flagstaff and Round Rock are eliminated because of

the relative newness of their programs (2 years) and because

literacy is not practiced (see A-3.1.3- above). Additionally,

,-/
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Flagstaff's location in a border town suggests that a

significant percentage of students, although Native American,

are not Navajo. Thus, English is usually the main lingua Franca

of classroom communication.

This leaves Rough Rock, Rock Point and Pine Hill (Ramah

schools. These programs have been suppdrted by funds in

addition to Title VII, and all are contract schools whose

programs have been in action for more than five years. All

provide literacy courses to their students as part of the

bilingual educational curricula.

1-4. FINAL SCREENING DECISIONS

The foll,owing schools therefore emerge for serious

consideration as having exemplary bilingual educational

A. Rock Point Community School

B. Tuba City Public School

C. Pine Hill (Ramah) Navajo School

I. Rough Rock Demonstration School

E. Fort Defiance Public School

F. Borrego Pass Community School

G. Little Singer Community School

With the exceptions of "B" and "E" these schools are all

community-controlled contract schools.

We concluded that Rock Point has the most competitive

advantage for consideration, when compared with the other

programs. Our inferences are based on a .perusal of recent
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evaluations of programs of these schools from the Navajo

Division of Education.

1-4.1. TUBA CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Since 1973 there has been a center for tilingual

educational curriculum development. While this center was

,originally intended for other Indian groups in addition to

Navajo, its emphasis shifted to Navajo by 1975. However it was

not until 1979 that attempts were made to integrate the

curriculum materials generrted by this center into the standard

classroom instruction. This delay has been due to resistance by

State and District ad,plistrations and it is reasonable to

dsalme that had it not been for the persistence of key Center

statf, there still might not be any classroom implementation.

Rock Point, therefore, has had a more stable and Cbntinuous

history, as well as greater administrative support for its

program.

1-4.2. PINE HILL

Pine Hill School is unique in that its first bilingual

education materials developments were directed toward secondary

school students, rather than elementary and primary students.

Subsequently, its materials development has been directed toward

younger student clientele, as the scope of the school's program

was widened gradually to include younger grades. This is the

reverse of the progress that the other schools have made, in

which bilingual education programs are initiated at the primary

levels and increased in scope to include secondary levels. Rock
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Point, therefore, carries with it a. competitive advan'tage on /

Criterion "G" in A-1. because ethnographic study of its program

would be more widely applicable to those in other schools.

1-4.3- ROUGH ROCK DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL

Rough Rock Scool is the first of all the Navajo contract

1

schools. Begun in 1968, the school pioneered in the

implementation of bilingual and bicultural curriculum materials.

It also shares with Rock Point and Tuba City the distinction of

its own curriculum development center. Our preference of Rock

Point, in this case, is bfised on an examination of curriculum

materials. Rough Rock's materials feature a greater emphasis on

English language-written history and cultural description,

rather than explication of cultural knowledge in Navajo. In

part, this emphasis is due to the diVerse explorations dhich the

school has pur,s(led through the years in determining the kinds of

curriculum materials most appropriate.

1-4.4. FORT DEFIANCE PUBLIC SCHOOL

As early as 1975, Fort Defiance Title VII staff vigorously

enlisted the aid of NAMDC in obtaining bilingual curriculum

materials. However, 'this school, in sharing with Tuba City the

status of public school, has had to contend with its location in

an ethnically heterogeneous community. As a result,

implementation of bilingual curriculum materials into class-room

teaching has been slower. As with other Reservation public

schools, many more students do not speak Navajo as a first

langauge, than in BIA and contract schools, and this diversfty
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has tended to slow down broad acceptance of bilingual

educational materials by community, despite apparently strong

support by the Superintendent and administration. As a result,

Rock Point has a competitive advantage in being less dependent

on materials development centers, and keeping more staff in the

area who can read and write Navajo.

1-4.5. BORREGO PASS COMMUNITY SCHOOL

Initiated in 1975, this school has had less time to develop

its own curriculum body. Its relatively smaller size viz Rock

Point also contributes to a slower development. Finally,'while a

school can develop.and refine materials more rapidly if it has its

own development, it is also clearIthat regular communication

with development centers and other schools is also important.

Borrego ?ass Community School, perhaps because of its size, has

had less opportunity for such Communication.

LITTLE SINGER COMMUNITY SCHOOL

This school, was finally implemented in 1978, and has begun

,\
too recently for consideration here.

1-4. THE DRAMATIC IMPLICATIONS.: THE SAD STATE OF NAVAJO--
EDUCATION

The above survey places in sharp relief the nature of RoCk

Point's exemplary program, even without a close examination.

Rock P:oint4 and other contract schools especially, have had to

build bilingual programs with little or no outside help. ,The

Bureau of Indian Affairs' "accepted language of instruction is

English with all instruction designed to advance final student
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ahievement in the English language." Thus, unlike the contract

schools, "all initial instruction will be made in English

language with provision made as required for follow up

presentation in Navajo langauge when the language deficiency

becomes a barrier to learning on tho part of individual children."

No thought is given to teaching Na'ay, first, and English

second.
\-

Also, culture is not a school responsibility, and is to be

taught at home. "The school responsibility for maintenance of

cultural items is limited to those areas or topic's which are

acceptable within existing curricular disciplines (scieoce,

social studies, math, reading, etc.)." (BIA REG 109, Dilcon

_. School, 1977).

Tribal governmental efforts to effect a comprehensive plan

which would at least recommend an educational policy for

bilingualism was aborted in 1977,'and has only this year been

reintroduced. It is small surprise, then, that the Tribe is

powerless either to support on co-ordinate bilingual program

development, Without any coherent 1: )icy of their own, they afe

in no position to influence either the BlA or public schools,

and can offer no assistance to Contract Schools.

All contract schools are therefore on their own to effect

programs, and face a wide range of resistance--particularly from

the BIA. They make their gains at great risk and.vulnerability,

and with considerable effort.
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